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ABSTRACT 
This >tii( ly makes comparisons between observed total  column ozone (or simply to-
i. i l  from the Earth Probe Total  Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (EP/TOMS) and 
niudej analyses fields for midlati tude.  baroclinic cyclone cases.  We empha­
s ize  the cuiisi .stency and agreement of total  ozone fields with meteorological quantit ies 
;n sinallcr scales than previously demonstrated.  The results may aid in assin\i lation 
oi '  -o ia l  <jzunc into models to improve dynamics and forecasting abil i ty.  Significant to 
- I !  a i  u>|jh<'r<'-t  roposphere e.xchange studies,  the use of total  ozone data to identify po-
ii  i i i ial  ri 'Liioiis  of < ross-tro[Jopause transport  is  also i l lustrated.  
In  case studies of large-scale,  midlati tude cyclones over the I 'nited States,  t ine-srale 
I I ' l icy is  shown for total  ozone and the Mesoscale . \nalysis and Prediction System 
I MAPS I inuficl  analysis fields.  The tropopause pressure Held shows good agreement with 
to ta l  uz i J i i c  (jutside of regions of stratosphere-troposphere e.xchange (STE). Ceopoten-
t i a l  hciiiht  contuurs on isobaric surfaces near the tropopause an- seen to com[)afe wel l  to 
total  ozone, ( /omplex vertical  structure of potential  vorticity (P\ j in the lower strato­
sphere can l>e associated with small  scale total  ozone maxima and minima. In addition. 
i ;P/rO.MS retrieval errors on the order of ~ 109? are identified with high thunderstorm 
i luiid ainils .  particularly along frontal  zones.  
1 wu types (jf  SIE are discussed in relation to the evidence and ti ieir  signature 
within the model and total  ozone fields.  "PV'-holes" of varying strengths are frequently 
ft j i i i id near the center or eastern part  of cyclones.  The.se appear as isolated regions 
uf  t  rupusijheric P\ '  values and enhanced total  ozone. Back trajectories i l lustrate that  
xiii 
I lit- (icst  ruction of P\ '  by precipitation-induced latent heating causes a raising of the 
F\ -dt ' l incd iropopause.  leaving stratospheric air  below. In the second type of STE. 
cruss-jet  excliange along the southern edge of the cyclone, total  ozone is not observed 
iw l ie - iuii i i icani l \ '  enhanced. This suggests mixing of ozone-rich stratospheric air  with 
ij /( j i ic-pi>ur tr i)[jospheric air  as the P\ '  is destroyed. 
1 
INTRODUCTION 
Overview 
Many midlati tude tropospheric weather phenomena are associated with baroclinic 
I \  <iunir -ysitnns.  Tlic large vertical  motions induced by these systems are res[)onsible 
fur  Mian\ wf the oijserved weather features.  Large-scale baroclinic systems perturij  the 
Mtiiiosphere over great depths,  from the surface into the lower stratosphere.  This con­
nection into the stratosphere was noted by Dobson over 70 years ago as a correlation 
ut lari ic \alues of total  column ozone (the majority within the stratosphere) with low 
prosure >ysii ' ins [reviewed l)y Dobson. I9G8].  
' I ' l ionici-of t  ( t  ( i l .  [1993] have classified the life cycles of baroclinic- waves into twu 
paiadii i i i is  which Siti imon.< rind f fos/cins [19S0] init ially termed "basic" and "anomalous".  
1 111 '  I  wu  I >  pes  inil  ial ly evolve similarly,  but the LC1 (or "basic" ) type advect anticycloni-
< a l ly and ef |uatorward a.s the southwest-northeast  trough thins.  L( '2 (or "anomalous") 
cases advect cyclonically and poleward and tend to become cul-otf  lows at  higher lat­
i tudes.  In both paradigms, lower stratospheric air  descends to typicallv tropospheric 
alt  i l  udes.  
Ad\aiices in both computational speed and numerical  modeling techniques have fur-
t h crerl  ( jur understanding of atmospheric processes that  influence baroclinic l ife cycles 
and weather phenomena. However,  these models and techniques are l imited bv both 
ifs(; lui  i( jn and accuracy of data assimilated.  Over sparsely po[)ulated regions such as 
2 
uceaiis and harsh climates,  the opportunity for densely spaced measurements are l im­
ited.  A redundancy of data in even populated regions can only serve to improve the 
accurae y of assimilated fields when appropriate error information is known for each type 
of i i icasurfinent.  Progress in observational methods,  such as sateHile-l>asod remote s(>ns-
inu.  ha\c aided verification of theoretical  results as well  as provided measiu-eineii ts  in 
rt 'uions that  were previously unattainable.  
In this work, we make comparisons between observations of total  colunm ozone and 
rucMjx ah- model analyses to deduce structure and dynamics of the atmosphere at  alt i­
tudes near the tropopause.  First ,  in depth comparisons are made and coticlusiuus are 
drawn from a case study of a particularly intense cyclonic system over the Midwestern 
I ' t i i ted States.  The representativeness of these conclusions are then discussed by e.\am-
i i i i i iu  other cases of large-scale cyclones over the Cnited States.  The remainder of this 
in i  iu<hi< i  i i j i i  will  briefK' discuss several  concepts central  to the iiuesti»atic^ns pr<x'i t te(l  
in  this w(jrk.  
The Structure of the Atmosphere 
1 l ie aimos[)here is conveniently categorized into layers based upon tlu^ vertical  tem­
perature structure.  Figure I shows a typical midlati tude profile of the atmosphere.  This 
work focuses on the lowest two layers.  The troposphere is the lowest layer e.vtending 
f rom the surface to about 10 -  l-I  km at  midlati tudes.  The depth of this layer depends 
upon lai  i tude and season with smaller depths generally occurring at  higher lati t  t ides aii t l  
<ol<ier seasons,  [he troposphere tends to be the most well-mi.Ked of the atmospheric 
layers and is characterized by decreasing temperature with alt i tude.  The troposphere 
eoniains alK>ui SO'X of the atmospheric mass and almost all  of the water vapor.  
(  oii iaining most of the other 209? of the atmospheric mass,  the stratosphere lies 
abo\c the troposphere and is characterized by increasing temperature with alt i tude.  
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I ' igure 1 A typical midlati tucle temperature profile.  
4 
I  his i i icn-ase in temperature is at tr ibuted to ultraviolet  solar radiation absorption by 
an inc Teased amount of ozone in this layer.  The posit ive vertical  gradient of temperature 
lends to supiJress vertical  motions and mixing in the stratosphere.  However,  horizontal  
irans|Kjrt  and mixing can be significant.  
r i ic l ioundary between the troposphere and stratosphere is the tropopause.  In gen­
eral .  the Iropopause occurs where the vertical  temperature gradient reverses sign. .Specif­
ically.  t he World Meteorological Organization (W'MO) defines the tropopause as the level 
where I t ie Iern[)eralure lapse rate (rate of decrease of temperature with respect to height) 
i> less t l iai i  2 1\ km"'  over a depth of 2 km [H .l /O. 1SJ86].  In practice,  the troptjpause 
i-- i ref |ueii t ly doiined in terms of potential  vorticity (see next section).  The inversion 
wt the teinijerat  ure gradieiu across the tropopause lends to inhibit  transport  from tl ie 
I rupusphere to the stratosphere.  
A term frequently used in atmospheric studies is  potential  temperature.  This c |uan-
l i iy is the temperature a parcel of dry air  would have if  adial>ji t ically compressetl  or 
expanded to a reference pressure,  typically 1000 hPa (approximate sea level pressure!.  
1 his can i)e writ ten as 
where 0 is  pcjtential  temperature.  T is  temperature of the parcel at  pressure p.  is  
the reference prc-ssure.  /? is  the gas constant for dry air .  and Cp is  the specihc heat at  
constant pressure.  Potential  temperature is a  conserved quantity for adiabatic motions.  
In the at  inosph<Mx>. air  parcels will  quickly rearrange to satisfy buoyant stabil i tv.  Thus,  
in g(>neral .  potential  temperature increases with height and is frequently used as a \er-
lical  coordinate.  Note that  constant potential  temperature (isentropic) surfaces are not 
i ieressaril>'  horizontal  with respect to the ground. 
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Potential Vorticity 
Hcfiji t '  potential  vorticity (P\ ' )  can be discussed, the concept of vorticity.  the measure 
of I he rotation of a fiuid in a microscopic sense,  must be introduced. Relative \orticity 
is simply the curl  of a  fluid's  relative velocity.  We generally concern ourselves with only 
the vertical  component of vorticity and it  can be writ ten as 
^ = k • V x V  ( 2 )  
where> C is  relative vorticity and V is the relative velocity.  The absolute vorticity is the 
relative \  ori i< i ty plus the vorticity owing to earth s rotation. /  = 20 sin o where 0 is t he 
" 'arth s  aii if i i lar  velocity-and o is the lati tude.  The vorticity of a Huid can be attr ibuted 
to b(;th shear vorticity.  result ing from a gradient of velocity perpendicular to rh(^ f low, 
and curvature vorticity.  curving flow along a streamline.  
hrt 'Ts isentropic potential  vorticity is 
00 p \  = - g , j ^  ( ; j )  
dp 
where 7 is the acceleration of gravity and //, ;  is  the absolute vorticity evaluated on an 
i-<Mnrupic surface.  This quantity is useful as a dynamical tracer in atmospluMic studies 
^ii ice P\  is cons(. ' rved for adiabatic flow with no mechanical forcing, such as friction. 
Assuming minimal friction and away from regions of precipitation (latent heating),  this 
<[uautity is  quasi-conserved for short  t ime scales.  For suihcienily larger t ime si-ales.  
processes such as radiative cooling will  cause non-conservation of P\ ' .  In i ts  simplest  
sense.  P\  can i)e thought of as the ratio of the vorticity to the depth of a column of 
fluid.  Thus,  if  the column stretches,  the vorticity of the fluid contained within must 
inerease if  P\ '  is  to be con.served. 
Potential  \ort iciry is a  function of local atmospheric static slaiuli ty.  Recall ing the 
rat(jspliere is  noted for i ts  high static stabil i ty,  i t  is  a  reservoir of large values of P\ ' .  
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' l ' ro[)o.spluMic values of PV tend to be relatively small  while P\ '  tends to increase rapidly 
with height in the stratosphere.  As previously mentioned, the tropopause is frequently 
• Icfi iuxl by a constant PV surface.  Typical values used range between 1 and . 'J .o P\  
u n i t s  i P X ' t " .  w h e r e  I  P \ ' U  =  l O " ' '  m "  K  k g " '  s ~ ' )  [ e . g .  B i t l i f l l  < t  a l . .  2 0 0 0 ;  S p a f t f  t l  
I I I . .  . \ ir  parcels with large values of P\  found at  typically tro[)os[)lu 'r ic al t i tudes 
arc usually attr ibuted to be air  of stratospheric origin or the P\ '  was created through 
ii iHi-cuiiscrvative processes such as latent heating. 
F^\ '  inherently contains much information about the state of the atmosphere ( Eq. 
•'51. If  the P\ '  l ield is  known and appropriate balance and bound£U}' conditions can be 
assumed, wind, temperature,  and height fields can be derived through the invertibil i ty 
[)riiH i[) le [Ho.-^fcins ct  al . .  19S5].  Recently,  studies e.xamined possible models based upon 
l ' \  and assimilating P\ '  fields into e.xisting models [e.g.  Li ft  al . .  lf)9Sl.  
Total Column Ozone 
It  is  est  iniaiccl  that  ~ of the atmospheric ozone (O3) is found above the tropo-
paii>c.  1 l ie primary source is at  high alt i tufles in the tropics where highly energetic 
-cjlar plujtons dissociate o.vvgen molecules.  .Some of the o.xygen atoms recombine with 
i jxygen molecules to form ozone. Stratospheric ozone absorbs strongly in the ultraviolet ,  
protecti t ig l ife at  earth 's  surface from damaging, energetic solar radiation. 
I ' .M'ii  in the stratosphere,  ozone is considered a trace gas.  If  al l  atmospheric ozone 
were brought to standard temperature and pressure at  the earth 's  surface,  the result ing 
layer would only be 3 mm thick. The ma.ximum mi.\ ing ratio in midlati ludes occurs 
ari jund -50 kiu (or ~ 10 hPa) and is on the order of S pprnv. 
lutal  column ozone (also referred to as total  ozone) is  a  measure of the quantil \-
i > {  u /a juc  in a column from the earth 's  surface through the depth of the atmosphere,  
it  is  ty]/ ically expressed in Dobson units (DU) where 1 Dl '  = 10~" m at  standard 
tcni[>(n-atare and pressure [Andreics el  a i .  1987],  The global average total  column ozone 
woulil I l ier<>fore be 300 DL'.  Total  ozone can be writ ten mathematically as 
wlK-rc i l  is  total  column ozone, p is the density of air .  \  is ozone mixing ratio,  and .1 is a  
(•(justanl of pro[)ortionali ty ensuring units of Dl.  [Zicmkc and Stanford. 199-lj .  Since total  
ozwnc is a  function of both density and ozone mi.xing ratio,  ozone-rich air  at  typical!} '  
nx)[>ospheric al t i tudes will  contribute significantly to the integral .  Greatly enhanced 
total  ozone in midlati tudes is usually due to a depression or downward stretching of 
I l ie  i ropopause within baroclinic cyclonic systems.  .As demonstrated i jy Srhuht rt  umi 
Miit i tnnui 1 l ! )SSj.  total  ozone is strongly correlated with tropopause pressure on synoptic 
scales.  I 'olal  ozone has also been shown to correlate with meteorological quantit ies such 
as temperature,  height,  winds,  and P\ '  in the upper-troposphere/lower-stratosphere [e.g.  
f t  ( i l . .  I 'J .S' i ;  Ziftnkf and Stanford. 1997; Frir( i t  ril . .  199 11. 
\ \  l i i lc not central  to the investigation presented herein,  ozone depletion has becume 
a recognized topic in the popular culture,  hi  the early 19S0"s.  an "ozone-hole" was 
<lisco\(>red over .Antarct ica in the southern hemisphere spring [see a  review by Farrnan f t  
III . .  19S . " ) j .  I  he mechanisms causing the ozone hole are now c-onsiderefl  well  uridcrstuod. 
A - t rwi iu  wester ly  je t  s t ream ( the  polar  vor te .x  I  forms  a round the  a tUarc t ic  reu iuu  a>  
fotj l ing.  sinking air  in the winter is forced by the coriolis effect .  This vortex t t^ids to 
isolate^ the polar air  from the midlati tudes.  .Molecules containing chlorine (including now 
iiifaii i i j i is  ""("l- ' ( '"s" ) and bromine are broken apart  by strong ultraviolet  solar radiation in 
l i ie pwlar >tratusphere when the sun rises after a long polar winter.  I hese free chlt jr ine 
anrl  bromine atoms destroy ozone catalytically to produce oxygen molecules and other 
compounds.  These mechanisms are reviewed by Toon and Turco [1991] and Hamill  and 
hioti  11991].  While the majority of ozone depletion occurs in the .Antcirctic.  some of the 
( 4 )  
s 
uzuiu'-poor air  is  transported to midlati tudes after the polar vortex breaks up around 
.\(jV(-ml)or.  Issues concerning Arctic and midlati tude ozone depletion remain to be fully 
uudersloud. 
Earth Probe Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer 
In this work, the total  ozone fields are from the Earth Probe Total  Ozone Mapping 
Spf( t romelcr (EP/TOMS). This polar-orbit ing satell i te makes 14-15 south to north 
I l i l ted sl ightly westward) orbits per day. result ing in a total  ozone measurement once 
per day o\er most locations.  Since it  measures ultraviolet  radiances backscattered from 
ihc atmosphere,  i t  is  only capable of total  ozone measurements in the sunlit  portion 
(jf  I he earth.  1 he retrieval algorithm to determine total  ozone compares the measured 
radiances with theoretical  radiances calculated from a radiative transfer model leased 
ii[h;i i  the \  iewing conditions (lati tude,  viewing geometry,  and reflectivity along the line 
of si i iht  j .  I  he computed theoretical  value of ozone that produces the measured radiances 
i> dcicrmined to lie the "ijest  guess" total  ozone. The random and t ime-in\ariant ern^rs 
uf I ' .P I O.MS total  ozone are and -VX .  respectively [McP( U r> r/  nl. .  l! j!)si .  
El* rO.MS began data acquisit ion on .July 25. 1996. Since another TO.MS instrumeni 
was launched on a .Japanese satell i te ( .Advanced Earth Ob.serving Satell i te.  .ADEOS) 
within the following month.  EP/TO.MS was put into a lower.  ~ 500 km orbit  that  
facil i tated increased horizontal  resolution of measurements.  I lowtncr.  this lower orbit  
ledui-ed the global coverage, producing relatively large data gaps in mid- to lower-
lati tudes.  In .June of 1997. the higher orbit ing .ADEOS/TO.MS failed and EP/TO.MS 
urbit  was raised to ~ 750 km the following December to provide more complete global 
(•(Acrage. .At this al t i tude,  narrow data gaps sti l l  e.vist  between ~ 10°.S to •tO'^.V).  
EP ro.Ms scans perpendicular to the orbit  in -T steps (insIruiiHMit angle) makinu 
'•] ' )  measurements from 4-51% to -51%. .At the present alt i tude,  this produces a Held of 
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v'u-w width of ~ -10 km near nadir and ~ 200 km at the extreme scan angles.  This scan, 
from east  to west repeats every S seconds.  
1 "he photons in the 6 wavelength bands measured by TOM.S do not significantly 
penetrate deep clouds,  thus any ozone below clouds will  not be detected by EP/TOMS. 
The retlectivity ( percentage of reflected solar radiation) of the surface within each fiehl of 
\  iew is measured at  360.-1 nm. High, deep clouds generally have large reflectivit ies.  I  he 
Id ric\al  algorithm then adds an assumed amount of ozone beneath clouds based upon 
ilu- relied ivity and a climatological cloud lop height from tlu^ International Sat(4li le 
Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP). .At midlati tudes.  this additional added ozone is 
typically less than 10 Dl.  In later chapters,  we will  discuss the potential  cloud errors 
il l!  reduced by the algorithm where the cloud top heights are much greater than the 
ii->iune(i  < l iniatological heights.  .More information on the total  ozone data,  retrieval 
ali iuri t i im. and orbital  geometry can be found in the Earth Probe Total  Ozone . \Iap[jing 
Spect rometer Data Product l . 'ser 's  guide [McPctcr.c ct  al . .  1998],  
Mesoscale Analysis and Prediction System 
1 he mesoscale model u.sed throughout this work is the .Mesoscale .Anahsis and Pre­
diction System (.M.-\PS).  The .M.AP.S is  an assimilation system and forecast  model run 
il l  r< 'al-t imeat the Forecast  Systems Laboratory in Boulder.  Colorado. The horizontal  
t<'sulut ioi\  is  ~ -10 km. The vertical  coordinate used is a  hybrid of sigma (ratio of pres­
sure to surface pressure) near the ground and virtual potential  temperature at  higher 
ahitudes.  I he sigma coordinate has the advantage of being "terrain-following" near 
I hi '  -- inface and provides high resolution in the boundary layer.  The virtual [potential  
I<'m[jerat  ure coordinate provides high vertical  resolution near fronts and the tropopause.  
1 he model has -10 vertical  levels with the highest  level being 4-50 I \  or ~ 70 hPa. The 
hi^rizontal  domain includes the entire continental  United States and extends ~ 10° in 
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all  (l in-c i icji is  from the l/nitecl  States boundary. 
I he MAPS assimilates data and produces analysis fields hourly.  Data from rawinson-
<lrs.  conimercial  aircraft ,  surface observations,  wind profilers,  ship reports,  geostationary 
satellites over water, and other sources are included in the assimilation. Physical pa-
raiuctcrizations include explicit  cloud and moisture processes,  atmospheric radiation, 
nirhulcii t  mixing, and convection. .More information on the . \I .- \PS can be found at  
li t  t  p;  maps.fsl .noaa.gov/.  
Si ' \< 'ral  disadvantages e.xist  with using this model in the present work. Poremost.  
I he li i i i lu 'st  model level is  in the lower stratosphere at  midlati tudes.  Tliis  level is  far 
Ih'Iovv ihc uzoue peak in the middle stratosphere.  Dynamics occurring above the model 
\vi!i  cuii i  r ibii lc to the total  ozone observed. Second, the .M.APS has a l imited horizontal  
di ' i i iain so only baroclinic systems over or near the United States can be analyzed using 
:l i<'  i i i i ' i l iuds in t l iese studies.  However,  the advantasies of the .M.APS tend to e.xceed thesi-O 
i l i>,i i l \ania<'fs.  Since nuich of the total  ozone \-ariation is  e.xpected to be flue to dynamics 
near the Iropopause and in the lower stratosphere,  the high vertical  resolution of the 
MAPS in these regions is ideal. In addition, the horizontal resolution of the .M.-\.PS is 
also roii iparable to the ma.ximum near-nadir resolution of the total  ozone data.  Finallw 
I l i ' '  MAPS assimilates data and produces anal\"sis l ields hourh" compared Icj  si juu- models 
t  i iai  do su only every tlu^ee hours.  Tlus permits the use of an anal_\ 'sis  i iehl with no more 
I l ian a half  an hour difference from the t ime of EP/TOMS measurements.  
D issertatioii Organization 
I 'his dissertation uses the alternate format in which the second, third and fourth 
chapters are papers that  have been or will  be submitted to peer-reviewed, scholarly 
J(juriials.  .More detailed l i terature res^iews can be found in these included papers.  Chap­
ter" '1 has been published in the Journal of  Gfophysical Rt.-<carcli .  Chapter 3 has been 
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-i i l j i irnicd to the same journal and is currently under review. Chapter 4 will  soon be 
submitted to this journal as well .  The candidate had primary responsibil i ty for all  in­
cluded papers and performed all  data analysis.  The fifth chapter of this dissertation 
presents general  conclusions and is followed by a glossary of pertinent terms. The style 
retiuircd l>y t l>e Journal of  Geophysical Research is  followed consistently throughout this 
ii i>M'rl  ai  iuii .  
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FINE-SCALE COMPARISON OF TOMS TOTAL OZONE 
DATA WITH MODEL ANALYSIS OF AN INTENSE 
MIDWESTERN CYCLONE 
A paper published in the Journal of Geophysical Research' 
Mark A. Olsen". William A. Gallus. .Jr.  \  .John L. Stanford*, and .John M. Brown"^ 
Abstract 
irmh-resolulion (~ 40 km) along-track total column ozone data from the Total 
Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) instrimient arc compared u'ith a high-resolution 
nicsuxalc numerical model analysis of an intense cyclone in the Midwestern I i i i led 
Siaies. Itjial ozone increased by ~ 100 Dl (nearly ) as the TOMS instrument 
passed o\ er the associated tropopause fold region. Surprisingly complex organization is 
-een ill  the meteorological fields and compares well with the total ozone observations. 
()zou<' data su[3port the meteorological analysis showing thai stratospheric descent was 
I oiil i i i i 'd i(> |c\-cls aijo\ 'e ~ GOO hPa: significant positive p(;teiiiiai vc^rticity at hnvcr lc\-
<•!- is ill  t r i l iutable to diabatic processes. Likewise, meteorological fic^lds show that two 
jjiunounced ozone streamers e.Ktending north and northeastward into Canada at high 
• K' [)riiitrci with permission from the .lournal of Geophysical Rescarcli. 10-5. '20487-2049(5. 2000. 
'•<>I)> riglii by the .\rneriran Geopliysical Union. 
-1 )• pan iiieiii of f^hy.sics and .-\.st rononiy. Iowa .State I'niversity, .-Vines 
•'[)« partineiit of (geological and .-Vlrnospheric Sciences. Iowa .State L'niversity. .-Vines 
'  Kiiv ironnii^iital Research Laboratory. Foreca-st Systems Laboratory. .N'O.-VA. Boulder. ( "olorndo 
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levels an- not baiifls of stratospheric air feeding into the cyclone: one is a channel of ex-
liausi dou tisireain from the system, tiie other apparently previously connected the main 
cy( k;uir circulation to a southward intrusion of polar stra.tospheric air and advecled 
eastward as the cut-off cyclone evolved. Good agreement between small-scale features 
ill  i l ie model outj>ut and total ozone data underscores the latter s potential usefulness 
in diauiiusing upper-tropospheric/lower-slratospheric dynamics and kinematics. 
Introduction 
This [)aper compares high-resolution satellite-derived total column ozone observa-
liuiis with a high-resolution mesoscale model analysis near the time c^f lowest central 
| jressure cjf an intense storm system over the central I 'nited States. Significant consis-
leiicy (j1 the analysis and ozone fields at fine-scales will  be demonstrated. l3efore the 
fuinjjarisuns are made we review several concepts central to the investigation, potential 
\  urt icily t P\ '  ) and total colunm ozone. 
Ill  the HMOs and 19o0s. P\ '  was shown to be a promising diagnostic tool in under-
siaiiding midlati tude cyclogenesis and tropospheric dynamics [e.g.  Ros.-^bij .  15)10: Kh in-
xhniifll .  H(((l.  19.5-5]. £"?•/(;/[1942] .showed that P\ evaluated on isentropic surfaces 
i> i uiiser\ed in the absence of diabatic or frictional effects.  More recently. Hatjncs and 
Mrliili jrt  [1987] showed that changes in the magnitude of P\ '  within a layer bounded liy 
i^eiit  r(j])!c surfaces can oid\ '  come about through flow across is(>nt ropi-s.  
l - . r i e l  s  pcMential vorticity in isentropic coordinates is 
=-gnoTT (1) 
dp 
where //„ is the absolute vorticity evaluated on an isentropic surface. Potential \  orticity is 
a (unction of the atmospheric static stability, and the stratosphere is therefore a reservoir 
of high values of P\ ' .  .Anomalously large values of PV found at locations normally in 
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the troposphere generally indicate the presence of air originating in the stratosphere. 
One siuh feature associated with the descent of stratospheric air is the tropopause fold. 
I rupupaiise folds associated with intense rnidlatitude cyclones are discussed l)y a number 
of authors and reviewed by Rttd [1990]. i 'cctllini [1990] and Shapiro and Kf ijsf  r  [1990]. 
Tropopause folds are often associated with intense low-level cyclogenesis and enhanced 
St ratosplieric-tropospheric e.xchange [see for e.xample.  DanitUtn. 1968: Laritanjue and 
199 Ij.  Funherniore. throvigh the invertibility principle [flo.-^hins i  t  al. .  19^.")i.  if  
the iseiitriipic potential \ 'orticit\-  distribution is known, and cui appropriate ijalance can 
be assumed in the atmosphere, the wind field (and temperatures and heights) can be 
deri\ed. 
Iwial culumn ozone (also referred to as total ozone] is typically expressed in Dobsoii 
units where 1 1)1 = 10"" mat standard temperat ure and j)ressure [Andrtto ft al. .  19S7!. 
Total ozone. Q. is proportional to the integral 
llei 'e.  j j  is the dcnsit}'  of air.  \  is the ozone mi.ving ratio, and r  is the geoiiu.Uric height.  .A 
ciiustatit  of [)roportionality ensures units of DT' [Zitmkr and Stanford. 1994]. Thus, total 
oztjiie is the integrated ozone profile through the depth of the atniospli<n-e and ozt)ne-rich 
- I  la iosplieric air at normally tropospheric heights will  give a large contribution tu the 
loial ozoiie. If abnormally large values of total ozone are observed, accompanied by high 
P\ at mid- to upper-tropospheric altitudes, it  may suggest an intrusion of stratospheric 
air [e.g. Dnn/clscn ft  al. .  1987: Schubfrt and .Munitanu. 1988]. Ozone of tropospheric 
origin, much of which is chemically produced from surface anthropogenic processes, will  
Hot in general be correlated with high P\ ' .  
l or over 70 years an association between total ozone and weather patterns has i>e<'n 
kiujwi i  (see early work of Dobson and colleagues re\ ' iewed in Doh.ion [l9GSj).  A clear 
(•2) 
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relationship between ozone and meteorological fields such as temperature, wind, and 
lu^iuht of pressure surfaces has been noted [Shapiro et  al . .  1982; Stanford arid Zitmke. 
Zl( inkf  and Stanford. 1997]. \ 'aughan and Price [1991] show a correspondence 
Ix'iwccn itHcil ozone and absolute vorticitv down to sub-synoptic scales. They also show 
thill  at  K-ast half of the ozone variance is related to vorticitv variations j\isi  aljove !ht» 
I njpopaiisc. Htnriksen and Roldugin [1995] correlate ozone station data with 100 liPa 
aiid lOO hPa temperatures and heights to conclude that dynamics are the primary cause 
>)f total ozcjtie changes for t ime scales of a few days or less. 
I.ctiui h and t ime scales of mid- to upper-stratospheric ozone \ariat ions are frec(uciit  ly 
much larger than tho.se near tropopause heiglits.  Consequently, since ozone is long-
iixcfl near the tropopause (i .e. ,  parcels of air moving adiabatically will  conserve values 
ijf P\ '  and ozone mi.xing ratio in the abscence of nii .xing). much of the total column 
wziHK' \ariaiion at synoptic and sub-synoptic scales can be anticipated to lie due to 
ih ic t  ua t  iwtis in tropopause height that are forced by vertical motions associated with 
baruclinic s\stoms [. \ fotc et  al . .  1991: \ 'aughan and Price.  1991].  Schubert and . \ f i inti  aiiu 
i l lustrate this by demonstrating a strong correlation of midlatitude total ozone 
and I rijpopaiisc pressure on s\ 'noptic scales. 
.Many studies ha\e qualified and quantified the relationship between ozone dislrii>u-
tiutis and P\ fields [for e.xample. Reed. L950: Allaart et al. .  1993]. Price et al.  [l!)9-li  
(iciiionsl rate strong grid correlations between P\ '  and TO.M.S (Total Ozone .Mapping 
•Spectrometer) total ozone observations for synoptic scales in the lower stratosphere. 
The large-scale P\ '-ozone correspondence has been used in many studies to iinestigate 
upper-t rcjposphere/lower-stratosphere dynamics. Rood f t  al.  [1997] exploit the correla­
tion tcj validate model transport investigating .synoptic waves. Wiiirjhan et al.  [199-11 use 
1*\ '  as a surrogate for ozone to estimate the amount of ozone transported into the t ro-
pij-plierc in a tropopause fold. I.  nderstanding of the relationship between total column 
ijzone and \ertical variations in PV on sub-synoptic scales (hundreds of km) remains 
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i!i(  oiit[>l<'t( '  and is a focus of the present paper. 
rtii .s [ japer will  e.xamine both standard meteorological fields and TO.M.S ozone data 
within the context of an exceptionally intense cyclone. Particular consideration is given 
itj  the ozoiic-P\ '  relationship on small scales. The following section provides details 
wf the Sturm setting, the mesoscale model used, and the ozone data set.  .Next,  the 
comparisons of the ozone fields with model analysis geopotential heights.  P\ ' .  and winds 
arc presented. We conclude with a discussion and summary of the results.  
Meteorological Setting and Data 
Brief description of cyclonic event 
During tiic period 9-10 Xovetiiber 199S. rapid cyclogenesis occurred over the central 
fdai i is  of the rniled States. .A. surface cyclone, located in central Kansas at 00 I 'TC 10 
.Wnember with a central pressure of 992 hPa. deepened to 964 hPa by 17 (. TC ( Fig. 1 i 
as  i t  moved northeastward into southern .Minnesota. The central pressure fell  1-5 l iPa 
in the ()(•-!-! I IC period alone. Record low sea level pressure re-adings were st-r in l:)ol h 
lowa and .Minnesota, accompanied by damaging surface winds exceeding 40 m s~'.  
I he rai)id cyclogenesis was accompanied by the development of an intense closed cir-
culation through a large depth of the troposphere. In addition, a [jronouncefl tro[)o[)ause 
lold was present during this period. The life cycle of this event was repres<'nt at i \  e uf 
an I.C'J cyclone as described by TItorncroff rf al.  [1993]. Cnusually large values of P\ ' .  
indicating air of stratospheric origin, were present in much of the atmosphere above 4oU 
iiPa. l,arg(> values also developed by 12 I 'TC al lower levels in a region of significant 
diabatic healing where precipitation and strong ascent occurred. Potential \ort icily 
remained significant at  low-levels through the remainder of 10 .November. 
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Figure 1 Mean sea level pressure (hPa) at 1700 UTC 10 November. Stan­
dard convention used for labeling of fronts.  Contour interval is 4 
hPa. 
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EP/TOMS and MAPS data sets 
1 l ie Earth Probe Total Mapping Spectrometer (EP/TOMS) satellitf  ineasure-s total 
coluiun ozone. The polar-orbiting EP/TOMS makes 35 measurements every b seconds 
in a right to left scan (-1° steps of instrument angle) perpendicular to its approximately 
-oiii  h-iiort h orbit .  In December 1997 the orbit was elevated to provide about 9U'^ 
ii lobal Coverage ( narrow data gaps occur between orbits from ~ 10°S to -10".\ ') .  I he orl/il  
was elevated to reduce the size of the orbital data gaps after the failure of the higher 
altitude" .ADEOS/TOMS (Advanced Earth Observing Satellite Total Ozone Mapping 
Six'ct ronu'ter).  The ma.ximum horizontal resolution (minimum distance between sample 
points in the direction of the scan) near nadir is ~ 40 km. The random error is ± 'I 'A. 
l  ur ther  details  of the EP/TOMS instrument and data sets are given in MrPth r>  i t  <il.  
In this study we utilize the EP/TOMS Level-2 (along-trark. non-gridded) data 
Id pi>A ide the liislu'st  possible resolution total ozone data. .-\. t  midlatitudes. t he 1'^ 
l . 'J ' i '  lOMS gridded data set (Level-3) can use several measurements in calculating its 
izrid box averages: the finest scales may therefore be considerabh" smoothed. 
We make comparisons with analyses produced by the 40-km horizontal-resolution. 
1(1 x 'ert  ical-levej Mesoscale .Analysis and Prediction System (.M.APS). The .M.APS. the 
ileveloptiient \ersion of the Rapid I 'pdate Cycle-2 (RL'C-2) operational at the .\ational 
( iMiters for Environmental Prediction. .National Weather Service, is a Eour-Dimensional 
Data Assiniilation system run in real t ime at the Forecast Systems Laljoratory in Boul­
der.  Colorado. .M.APS produces hourly analyses by combining the 1-h forecast from the 
prev ious h(jur with any observations (rawinsonde. wind profilers,  commercial aircraft of 
o[)[)ort unit}' ,  routine surface observations, and others, including geostationary satellite 
over water) that arrive during the hour spanning the nominal anal\-sis l ime. TIk- pri­
mary data sources over the region and time of most interest here are the .\OA.A Profiler 
. \ 'etw(jrk (horizontal wind) and commercial aircraft (temperature and horizontal wind. 
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in the layer between 300 and 200 mb). Intrinsic accuracy of each of these measure-
iiu ' i i ts  is  ~ 2 in s~'  root mean square vector error [see Schwartz f t  ai .  2000: Btnjamin 
it  ill . .  i!)!)9 and references therein].  An advantage of MAPS is that except near the 
ground the vertical coordinate is virtual potential temperature, allowing high vertical 
rcsulution within regions of high static stability, such as upper tropospheric fronts and 
the lower stratosphere. It  is recognized that the quality of the analyses above about 
!2()K is inferior lo that below: tlie main emphasis in this stud\- is the layer between ;}(J0 
. i i id l()(Jl\ .  
r i ie iiorizontal resolution of M.APS compares well to the EP/TOMS near-nadir res-
uliit iun and ihe hourly analysis output minimizes the time difference between the model 
and Id'  rOMS <lata. The local equator crossing time for the EP/TOM.S orbit that 
pa>sc> u\<'r ihe cyclone on November 10 is 16:5o TTC. Since the measurement times are 
~ G to 18 minutes later at 20°X to 60°.\ ' .  we use the 17 (. 'TC .MAPS analysis fields for 
ccjniparisons. Short t ime-scale evolution cannot be depicted with polar-orbiting TO.MS 
(jbs( 'r\at iuiis which are available only once per day over midlatitude regions. Potential 
\u[i icily \alties of I-. '}.5 PV'l '  are typically used lo dynamically define the tropupause. 
I l l  this paper, we assume the tropopause to be defined by the 2 P\ '(/  surface. I 'he main 
i cjiicliisitj t is would not be significantly altered by choosing -i  or 3.5 P\ '( ' .  
1 he Ujial culumn ozcjne for one EP/TO.MS orbit is shown in Eig. 2a. .\ 'ot(>worth\-
' t  aiuifs include the [)ool of ozone rich air soH-n over Canada and the hook-like fea-
lurc c<'ni<'rcd near 12°.\ ' .  9-l°\V and e.xtending from eastern .Montana, circling Iowa to 
Wisconsin, and then back to the Dakotas. .Also, two bands of enhanced ozone e.xtend 
iiort l ieast ward over Canada from the hook. These four features are the focus of this 
[)apci-.  As is typical of an LC2 cyclone, the hook feature evolved from the southward 
iritnision of [)olar stratospheric air.  
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Totol Column Ozone (DU) 
Figure 2 Earth Probe Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (EP/TOMS) 
measurements on 10 November 1998 of a) total column ozone and 
b) reflectivity measured at 360.4 nm. A portion of one orbit is 
shown. The local equator crossing time is 16:55 UTC with mea­
surements shown occurring ~ 6 to 18 minutes later.  Total ozone 
is measured in Dobson Units (DU) and reflectivity as a percentage 
of reflected incoming solar radiation. Dashed lines denote latitude 
and longitude at 5° intervals.  Contour values as indicated on the 
color bars. 
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Cloud effects 
[•'iiiure 2b shows the reflectivity at 360.4 nm as measured by EP/TOMS for this 
orbit.  R('iU'cii\i ty is the percent of incoming solar radiation that is reflected rather 
iliaii  absorbetl or transmitted. This is a good indication of the iieight and thickness of 
clouds. .A. high, thick cloud associated with a thunderstorm e.xhibits high reflectivity. 
The rO.MS retrieval algorithm adjusts total  column ozone for clouded scenes [. \ fcPetcrs 
11 t i l . .  l!)!JSj.  A minimum in total ozone is observed in Fig. 2a from southern Louisiana 
U) -oiiihcrn Tennessee. With total ozone values ~ 10^,^ (~ 25 Dl ) less than in nearby 
areas. I  he location of this band coincides with the very high reflectivity band indicative 
of high, tl i ick clouds along a narrow line of intense thunderstorms occurring at this t ime 
f rom southern Louisiana northeastward through northern .-Vlabama (Fig. 2b). The mag-
i i i i  ikIc of the total ozone decrease and the fact that adjacent areas of similar tropo[)ause 
[jicssure but lower reflectivity do not show this minimum, suggests that the TO.MS re-
I r imal algorithm underestimated the total ozone here due to cloudtops that were much 
l i i ' j i l ier  than the climatological cloud pressure vised in the algorithm. In the northern 
Miiuioota and CIreat Lakes region, where reflectivity magnitudes are similar to values 
i l l  -out  l ica^tern Louisiana, the algorithm cloud height is much higher. The algorithm 
cloui l  heights are climatological monthly means over a 0.5° x 0.5° latitude-loiigitutle 
arid and are not based upon tropopause height.  In this case, the greater difference be-
luccii actual and assumed cloud height,  leading to greater ozone error,  would occur over 
-outlicru Louisiana. In addition, the strong correlation between the reflectivity and the 
i(jtal ozone is not evident in the more northerly locations. F.xcept in the southern band 
just  mentioned, errors introduced by clouds are thought to be minimal [ . \ /cPe/c/>- ct al . .  
IDDSj. 
Comparison of Total Ozone With Meteorological Analysis 
Geopotential Heights 
Sfdii /orfl  and Zidnkt [1996] show a strong correlation between total ozone binned 
latitude x Io° longitude blocks and midlatitude geopotential heights on constant 
j)ri-ssurc surfaces in the upper-troposphere/lower-stratosphere. The present work reveals 
I  ha t  these reUitionships also exist at  scales an order of magnitude less, f ' igure shows 
cut ial l ieights on the 3o0 hPa surface. Fa\ 'orable comparison of ozone contoiu's to 
ueupcjt cut ial heights in the ozone hook region e.xist where the height contours lie within 
the lower stratosphere. For e.xample. the 7800 m closed contour compai'es well with 
the  shape of the ozone contours along the southern and eastern edge of the liook from 
wcsi(Mii .Vebraska to Wisconsin. This portion of the height contour extends through 
the stratospheric intrusion. The northern side of this closed contour, which is in the 
t io[)os[)here. does not compare well to the ozone contours. . \ t  altitudes at aufl below 
ilOl) l i l 'a I iHjt shown) the height contours are not as well correlated with the tijtal u/oiie 
'JLrailieiit .  indicative of ozone-poor tropospheric air at these levels.  Ihis cyclone does nut 
display significant vertical ti l t  at  this t ime. 
Xortli  of the ozone hook, the association of the lieight contours with the bands of 
•  i iha i iccd  uZ(jn(> i s  also dejjendent on altitude. The eastern Ijand ctjii ipares best with 
I l i(^ orientation of the height contours around 200 hPa (not shown). Below this altitude. 
I  h i s  l ikeness diminishes for the eastern ozone band with the height isopleths increasingly 
( tossing the band. The western ozone band remains essentially parallel to the height 
contains f |(jwn to about -1.50 hPa. 
PV and Winds 
We next examine the relationship of total ozone with P\ '  and winds. Figure 4 shows 
a  vertical cross-section along a TO.\I.S S.SE-X.WV track from 33°.\ '  to o8°.\  (line c in 
Total Column Ozone (DU) 
2:37. 270. 302. 335. 368. 
Figure 3 EP/TOMS total ozone (color shading) as in Fig. la and 40-km 
Mesoscale Analysis and Prediction System (MAPS) model heights 
(contour lines) at 350 hPa. Height contour interval is 50 m. Model 
data is the 17 UTC analysis field. 
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Potential Vorticity (PVU) 
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Figure 4 MAPS analysis vertical cross section at 17 UTC November 10 of 
potential vorticity (color shading at 2 PVU intervals) and potential 
temperature (white contours; intervals as indicated). Cross section 
is oriented SSE^NNW (line c in Fig. 6a).  Bold, black contour is 
the dynamically-defined tropopause taken to be 2 PVU in this 
paper. 
Fig. 7a).  The southward and downward 2 PVU "tongue" indicates a tropopause fold 
along the southern edge of the cyclone. The isentropes reveal an intense mid and upper 
tropospheric front from about 36°N to .•37°N'.  
The southern edge of the ozone contours indicating the pool of polar air over Canada 
agree approximately in shape and location with the 300 hPa contour of tropopause 
pre.ssure (Fig. 5).  Potential vorticity and winds on two isentropic surfaces are shown in 
Fig. 6. The 2 PVU contour on the 310 K surface (Fig. 6a) compares well with the total 
ozone gradient of the southward intrusion of stratospheric polar air.  
The southern and eastern edge of the ozone hook is also defined well by the 300 hPa 
isobar of tropopause pressure (Fig. 5).  The 2 PVU contour on the 310 K surface (Fig. 
6a) agrees well with the steep total ozone gradient on the eastern edge of the hook. .A^t 
the ozone hook's southern edge, where the tropopause fold penetrates most deeply, the 
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Total Column Ozone (DU) 
2i7. 270. 302. 335. 368. 
Figure 5 EP/TOMS total ozone as in Fig. la and 40-km M.APS tropopause 
pressure defined as the greatest altitude 2 PVU surface within the 
model vertical domain. The tropopause pressure is contoured in 
50 hPa intervals.  Model data is the 17 UTC analvsis field. 
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237. 270. 302. 335. 368. 237. 270. 302. 335. 368. 
Figure 6 EP/TOMS total ozone as in Fig. la and 40-km MAPS potential 
vorticity and winds on the a) 310 K and b) 320 K isentropic sur­
faces. Potential vorticity contours begin at 2 PVU and the interval 
is 2 PVU. Standard wind barbs are shown at every sixth model 
data point (short barb = 5 m s~',  long barb = 10 m s~',  and filled 
flag = 50 m s~').  Model data is the 17 UTC analysis field. 
'2 P\'r  coiilouf at 310 K is displaced southward of the maximum total ozone gradient,  
riu- 310 1\ surface lies within the narrow tongue of the tropopause fold throughout this 
r<'ii ion (se<'.  for example. Fig. 4) and here only a slight increase of total ozone is observed. 
Proccssfs associated with the destruction of tl ie fold may be occurring tiiat serve to tiiix 
-t  ratosplicric ozone-rich air with ozone-poor tropospheric air.  
I he F\ contours on the 320 K surface (Fig. 6b) e.xtend much farther into the east 
( futral retiion of the ozone hook and display greater gradients.  The 2 P\ T contour 
-outli  uf tlu- ozone hook lies closer to the ma.vimum total ozone gradient since the 320 
1\ siuface does not penetrate as far downward into tlie tropopause fold (Fig. 4) as the 
310 K surface. Total ozone ma.xima can sometimes be associated with PV features on 
[jarticuliu- isentropic surfaces. For example, a PV maximum near 47°X and 107°\V on 
I he 320 K surface compares well to the location of a total ozone maximum, further 
illi ist  rat iiiu, the fine-scale correlation of P\ '  and ozone mi.xing ratio. 
ril l '  P\ '  contours on isentropic surfaces at altitudes greater than 320 K (not shown |  
( lAcr nuMf area in the central hook region as the surfaces increasingly intersect more 
- t  ra t  l>^~phlM•i(• air.  .Also, these higher surfaces do not lie within the tropopause fold and 
I  he  P\ ccjutours lend to better correlate with the ma.ximum total ozone gradient along 
the southern edge of the hook. 
I he ryc'lonic jet streak on the 310 K surface (Fig. 6a) is near the ma.ximum total 
uzoiie uradient on the eastern edge of the hook. South of the hook, the jet streak is 
<li>j>laced southward of the maximum total ozone gradient in the region of the tropopause 
fo ld .  A closed circulation is evident in the central region of the hook. Winds on the 320 
1\ •-iiif 'acc i I-ig. Gb) display similar attributes. On these higher surfaces, the jet streak 
i 'XIc i kIs  farther west along the P\ '  streamer emanating from the ( ' . .S. .Northwest.  .Abo\c 
32(J 1\ (not shown), the isentropic surfaces lie above the tropopause in the central hook 
region and the closed circulation weakens and vanishes with increasing height.  In general.  
awa\ '  from the fold region, maximum wind locations on a given isentropic surface tend 
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U j cutnpiire well with the maximum total ozone gradient where the isentropic .surface 
intersects the tropopause. 
I\vu interesting features in the total column ozone field (Fig. 2a) are the anti-
i vclouically-curved bands of enhanced ozone extending north from the cyclone. One 
nii<j,li t  mistakenly assume that the western band, e.xtending norlhea.stward from eastern 
Montana, and possibly the eastern band, northeastward from the eastern Dakotas. are 
cyclonic streamers that feed ozone rich air into the cyclone circulation. However, no flow 
is directed towards the cyclone along the total ozone bands at any level.  Higher in the 
-I raius])li( 're.  the winds become less parallel to the western band with a larger component 
uf i low cnjssing the total ozone contours. The winds remain essentially parallel with the 
castiMii i jand to the top model levels.  
ri ic southern end of the western band coincides with a sharp trough axis aligned 
iilunti 'he lOo'^W meridian. The western band parallels the P\ '  contours in Fig. 6 with a 
l ' \  ridge lagging the total ozone band. small eastward-oriented tropopause fold (not 
shown here) exists near the southern portion of this liand. This baud of ozone shows the 
characteristics of a streamer previously connecting the hook feature with the southward 
inirusion of the pool of polar stratospheric air and now being advected eastward north 
the cut-off cyclone. In contrast,  the eastern band indicates ozone-rich air exhausting 
away from the cyclone. 
Vertical Profiles 
1 In- Correspondence between total ozone and sub-synoptic meteorological features in 
Fig. (J is  striking and we next consider vertical variations. .Significant vertical structure 
of P\'  is evident in the cross-sections shown in Fig. 7. The vertical profiles are chosen 
i(j  coiiicifle with EP/TO.MS tracks along several of the 3-5 scan positions as denoted in 
l ig.  7a. 1 he .\I .-\PS model fields are linearly interpolated horizontally to the location 
(jf each (jzone measurement. 
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latitude 
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Lotitude 
Figure 7 a) EP/TOMS total ozone as in Fig. la.  Left-hand vertical a.xis 
displays latitude. White lines denote the cross-sections shown in 
plots b-e. Profiles are chosen to coincide with constant scan angles 
of EP/TOMS along the satellite orbit.  Vertical profiles of MAPS 
potential vorticity are shown with the total ozone values at scan 
angles of b) -33°, c) -15°, d) 0°, and e) - |-21°. Negative scan angles 
imply west of nadir.  The MAPS potential vorticity is contoured 
in intervals of 1 PV'U beginning at 2 PV'U and the red contour is 
EP/TOMS total ozone scaled on the right-hand vertical axes. 
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Fimirc 7b shows the vertical projection of PV overlaid with the total ozone nieasure-
lui'iits alonii a [)ortion of one EP/TOMS track (line b. Fig. 7a).  I he rropo[)ausc fold 
and intrusion are evident,  e.xtending from about 2-50 hPa at 1-1°.\  to near 650 hPa at 
33°X. 0\<'r the lowest alti tude portion of the fold (33°.\" to 37' ' \)  total ozone increases 
<[uwl\ with latitude, then rises dramatically near 37°.\ '  to a nia.ximum near 40°.\ ' .  In 
ihc rciiiuu corresponding to the primary stratospheric intrusion air mass, the [>ercentage 
riianges are sizable. For e.xaniple. in Fig. 7d. total ozone increa.ses ~ 100 Dl'  (nearly 
i within a horizontal distance of ~ 400 km. 
The total ozone maximum in Fig. 7b occurs where there is coniple.x vertical structure 
in P\ .  [ .oral P\ '  ma.xima (used here as an approximate surrogate for ozone mixing ratio) 
wiiliin the intrusion near 375 hPa. 300 hPa. and 250 hPa all  contriliute to the ma.xirnum 
ill  Ujtal culunui ozone. .Above 150 hPa altitude, at 40' ' . \ .  P\ '  values are near a lucal 
ii i i i i i inwin. 1 his supports the conjecture that,  at least near upper-tropospheric cyclonic 
(icvclupincni s.  the large horizontal gradients in total column ozone are due primarily tu 
Kav altitude stratospheric air.  The lower altitude P\ '  maxima suggest isolated pockets 
ur >i reamers of ozone rich air  advecting within the intrusion. Bithcll  t t  al .  
i l lustrate the formation of P\ '  "tubes" in midlatitude stratospheric intrusions. Vertical 
cruss-sections coinciding with nearby EP/TO.MS tracks (not shown) suggest that the P\ '  
niaxiiiium near 300 hPa is an elongated. high-P\ '  lube of stratospheric air.  .X'orthward 
wf I lie twtal ozone maximum near -}0°X. total ozone displays a sluw dec reasing trend t i j  
about I 'J ' .X. Ihe total ozone might be expected to decrease rapidly nortlnvard of 
because of the higher tropopause and relative quiescence of the atmosphere in this region, 
h may l ie that the model is not resolving smaller features in the lower stratosphere, but 
it  i-  mure likely that complex structure exists above the highest level in the mcjdel.  
-Mong the TO.MS track farther east (Fig. 7c).  the tropopause fold increases total 
ozone, with a dramatic increase occurring over the intrusion region. The total ozone 
peak near 10°.\  appears to be enhanced by ozone (indicated by P\ '  surrogates) at 125 
:il 
l i l^a. ;50U hPa and 400 hPa. Projections (not shown) between those of Figs. 7b and 7c 
<!c'uiousiraie that the P\ '  maximum at 300 hPa in Fig. 7c is part of the high P\ '  tube at 
the saiiu'  alti tude in Fig. 7b. The total ozone maximum at 44°.\  is most likely related 
to cuhaiu-ed P\ '  near 22-5 hPa. .At this latitude there is also a P\ '  maximum near lioO 
hPa. Ijut it  has no clear continuity with the stratospheric P\ reservoir.  Futhermore. the 
relative humidity in this region is greater than So%. Nearby TOMS tracks do not show 
I his rclai iorisliip to the lower level P\ .  Thus, the TOM.S ozone data add credence to the 
licsis that the lower tropospheric P\ '  maximum is generated by diabatic processes. 
Fiuures 7<l-e e.xhibit  similar correlations of the total ozone with the 2 P\ 1 t lelined 
trijpopaiise and PV ma.xima seen above the tropopause. The P\ '  maximum near 27") 
l iPa and l i°.\ '  in Fig. 7d suggests ozone-rich air at this location which contributes to 
the twtal ozone peak seen near 44°.\ .  This enhanced P\ '  appears to be the eastward 
extension of a high P\ '  tube associated with a P\ '  maximum near the same location in 
Fiti: .  7c-.  The ma.xinmm P\ '  seen near 250 hPa at 46°in Fig. 7d contributes to the 
luial uzoru^ maxinuim but to a lesser degree than the P\ '  max at 44°.\ ' .  This fact and 
ilie nearness of this P\ '  ma.ximum to the tropopause suggests the possibilitv of mixins 
of-I l ai(;s |>lic>ric air witli  tropospheric air.  Two P\ '  maxima help d<>fine the total ozoiie 
peak ill  !• iu.  7e. Between 41°.\ '  and 4o°.\  the ozone curve is relativeh' t lat.  e\en tluju-ili  
i  he P\ '  maximum near 350 hPa is about 6 P\ ' l '  greater than the maximum almost 100 
liPa lower in altitude. This is consistent with total ozone being a vertical integral of the 
proiliict of ozone mixing ratio (implied by P\ '  value) and atmospheric density ( F( | .  2).  
ri ie origins of the enhanced total ozone bands may also be elucidated from the 
\ertical cross-sections in Fig. 7. Figure 7b shows that the western band near 50°.\ '  
ccjrrelates well with a small stratospheric intrusion and minor fold extending down to 
abcji i t 375 hPa. Looking northward along the western band (Figs. 7c-e) the total ozone 
ei ihan<eiiieiit  tenrls to occur at the southern edge of the small local intrusion where a 
relatively large P\ '  gradient e.xists.  
1 he tropopause pressure contours (Fig. 5) do not show an obvious relationship to 
the eastern streamer. The vertical projections across the eastern streamer (Figs. 7d-e) 
shuw iliat the ozone-rich air here is correlated to the presence of a PV tube 25-50 hPa 
abo\c the tropopause. 
Discussion 
I 'sc uf t i ie ozone data in conjunction with the model fields (particularly P\ |  can 
help diatinose ijoth tropopause depressions and pockets of enhanced P\ and ozone-rich 
air.  As ex|)ected. the greatest total ozone gradient tends to occur near the southern 
(•dg<> of the general stratospheric intrusion where the P\ -defined tropopause is most 
vcriical.  Within the cyclone, more localized high values of total ozone can be linked 
lo [)o< keis and tubes of large PV air in the lower stratosphere, . \reas of exceptionally 
large total ozone with significant horizontal variation in a region of a low tro[)t)pause 
may indicate complex stratospheric vertical structure. Related to this,  ozone data are 
helpful in il iagnosing air masses that have true stratospheric origins from those that 
lia\ c enhanced P\ '  generated through diabatic processes from |>recipitation near t he 
( \  r luiie.  A parcel of air with large P\ '  that does not show a corresponding increase 
in the total ozone field may be due to either generated tropos[)h(>ric P\ '  (by diabatic 
heating) or is obscured from TOMS below a thick cloud. Since the TO.\I.S X'ersion 7 
aliiurithin accounts for partially clouded fields of view, relatively small or thin clouds are 
nut expected to completely mask the ozone signature of a parcel of true stratospheric 
urigin. 
Care nuist be e.xercised when solely examining ozone fields to interpret dytiamical 
[Wieiioinena. The two northern bands of enhanced total ozone in the ca.se studied here 
iiii iv appear to indicate ozone-rich air flowing into the cyclone circulation. Comparisons 
with mtnlel fields, however, show that the bands are a result of lower stratospheric air 
l luwiii ' j ,  away froni the cyclone. 
11 (il .  [1999] developed an algorithm for retrieving 3-D winds from total column 
ozone iields. Their method reciuires some estimate of the vertical structure of P\ '  to 
cijinpute the 3-D P\ '  field. The latter,  in principle, can be inverted to obtain 3-D 
nu'iciMolu'. i ical variables. However, the comple.x vertical structure of P\ '  in the case 
i i i \cst igated here would be a challenging test case for such algorithms. We are currently 
i iu 'estigating other cx'clogenesis cases to determine the representativeness of the case 
studied here. 
The greatest potential benefit  of TO.MS ozone assimilation would be realized in the 
Soul hern Hemisphere where meteorological stations are sparse. Currently, the coarser 
l.e\( ' l- .3 (gridded) TOMS data is assimilated by the European Centre for .Medium-Range 
Weather forecasts (ECMWF) model.  .Additional benefit  may be realized Ijv utilizing 
the 1 O.M.S Le\el-2 data, particularly as global models and assimilation systems achieve 
iircatcr resolution. Differences between model .3-D P\ '  fields and that assumed in an 
i i i \crs i i j i i  algorithm could be used to quantify potential errors in the derived meteoro­
logical fields. If clerived fields from the fine-scale total column ozone data are to be 
incorporaierl in assimilation systems used operationally, error information such as this 
would Ije necessary [G. Di.Mego. personal comnmnication. 1999]. Further analyses are 
needed to ([uaritify the usefulness of fine-scale total ozone fields in determining vertical 
r u c t  u r e .  
Conclusion 
We lia\ 'e studied numerical-model analysis fields compared to total ozone measure­
ments. . \  close relationship is shown to exist between total ozone and cyclonic system 
features on small-scales as well as larger synoptic scales. In the cyclone case investigated 
here, significant vertical variation is seen in the model fields, especially near the P\ '-
:U 
i letiiu'd tro[)opause. Vertical structure cannot be inferred from TOMS data directly, but 
when used in tanclom. consistency of the model and ozone fields serve to complement 
and fiil iaiicc one another. 
For ihis cyclone, the total ozone increased by ~ 100 DL' as the TOMS instrunienl 
passed over the southern edge of the stratospheric intrusion. Within the intrusion, 
it ihcs and pockets of high P\ '  and ozone air form and descend to normally troposplieric 
ahitudi 's.  Many locaHzed ozone maxima observed in tii is region display a sigiiiHcant 
(•u[rcs[)oiidenre to the location of these tubes and pockets,  denioustratiiig the fiiic-x ale 
(•(jnciation of P\ with ozone mi.xing ratio. Both these shallow pockets of recently-
drsccnded stratosplieric air and the lowered tropopause contribute to the eidianced to­
tal (;z<>nc observefl.  Small-scale similarity of total ozone with geopotential heights on 
< uu.-ianl pressure surfaces within the stratosphere is also illustr?ited. 
1 he temporal resolution of TO.MS data at micllatitudes handicaps its usefulness in 
diagnosing near-lropopau.se dynamics of rapidly evolving events.  It  was fortunate in 
I hi- case iliat t l ie TO.M.S overpass of the cyclone coincided with a M.-VPS output time 
ni 'ar t l ie t ime of ma.ximum cyclone intensity. Furthermore, if a cyclonic system spans 
t wcj uf more I 0.\ lS orbits,  the east-west t ime differences will  l)e greatiM' than an iujur 
and a half.  A total ozone instrument on a geostationary platform would alleviate these 
IHublcnis associated with the temporal resolution of availalile TO.MS rlata. .Additional!v. 
< i j  Iwcatctl  measurements of cloud lop height incorporated into a geostationarv TO.MS 
iii-i  r inucni would greath* benefit  rnidlatitude and tropical ozone investigations. .1 geo-
>tationary TO.M.S would have a full  disk view siniiliar to current GOES (Geostationar\-
Operational Environmental Satellite) platforms providing reliable fine spatial resolution 
incasurements for latitudes less than ~ 60°. Polar-orbiting TO.MS instruments would 
-til l  be rcf |uiretl  for .Antarctic and .Arctic ozone hole monitoring. 
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EVIDENCE OF STRATOSPHERE-TO-TROPOSPHERE 
TRANSPORT WITHIN A MESOSCALE MODEL AND 
TOMS TOTAL OZONE 
A [)aper submitted to tlie Journal of CJeoplnsiral Researc h 
Mark A. Olsen'.  John L. Stanford'  
Abstract 
We [)resent evidence for stratospheric mass transport into, and reinaitiing in. the tro-
[)o>phtMe in an intense midlatitude cyclone. Mesoscale forecast model analysis fields from 
tlu- Mes(jsrale .Analysis and Prediction .System (M.APS) were compared with total ozone 
<jl)^ervai ii>n> from the Total Ozone .Mea.surement Spectrometer ( lO.M.S). ( 'ouple<l with 
parcel i)ack-trajectory calculations, the anaK'ses suggest two mecluuiisms contributed 
to the mass e.xchange: (1) .A region of dynamically-induced e.xchange occurred on the 
cyclone's southern edge. Parcels originally in the stratosphere crossed the jet core and 
(  X j x -rienced dilution by turbulent mi.xing with tropospheric air.  ("J) Diabatic effects re-
' l i iccd parcel pcjtential vorticity (I ' \  ) for trajectories traversing precipitation regitnis.  
r<'suliing in a "PV'-hole" signature in the cyclone center.  .Air with lower-stratospheric 
\alues of ozone and water vapor was left in the troposphere. The strength of the lat-
lei- process may be atypical.  These results,  combined with other research, suggest that 
• U-pan iiiciit of Pliy.sics and .Vstronoiny. Iowa State University, .-\nies 
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I>rt' i  i[)itation-inclucecl cliabatic effects can significantly modify (either decreasing or in-
parcel potential vorticity. depending on parcel trajectory configuration uirh 
i lu jet core and niaxiniuin heating regions. In addition, these results underscore 
Mic importance of using not only P\ '  but also chemical constituents for diagnoses of 
-t  ratospliere-troposphere exchange (STE). 
Introduction 
Knowledge of transport processes between the stratosphere and troposphere are im-
()ortant for both tropospheric ozone budget and stratospheric chemistry studies. In 
I hi- pajjcr we t-xamine the evidence and source of stratospher(>-lo-tro[)ospher(> trausijori 
%vi: hill  a large-scale, explosive cyclogenetic system. In contrast to many previous studio 
of cross t ropopause transport,  we use a high resolution, mesoscale forecast model to 
prijvid(> wind, temperature and water vapor fields for this case. Both radar and satellite 
ubscr\aiions support the conclusions drawn from the model fields. 
Xfarly a half century ago. Rccrl and Sandtrs i l lustrated the existence uf 
St ratosphere-t roposphere exchange (STE) associated with mid-latitude cyclones. Fur­
ther studies have emphasized the eddy processes within the cyclones and associated 
iru[)o[)ause folds [e.g. Reed. 19-5.5: Daniclscn. 196S: Kcysrr and Shapiro. l9Sti].  The ma-
joriiv oi the mass transported across the mid-latitude lropopaus<^ is Ijelieved to uccur 
within these cyclonic systems ins f t  ai .  1987]. Both diabatic and dynamical pro-
cesx'v l ia\e been attributed as exchange mechanisms. .Matsumoto rt a!. .  [1982] showed 
iliai tropospheric convective systems penetrating the stratosphere can cause a raising 
i)f the t iHJiJopause. .Mixing of air within tropopau.se folds (often associated with cle^ar 
air turbulence) has also been shown to be a primary exchange process [Slxipiro. 
(ioirliKj fl  al.  [2000] note rapid potential vorticity (P\ ')  fluctuations in the vicinity of 
a iro|>opause fold and jet streak, suggestive of possible exchange processes. 
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rhf I rojjopaiise can be defined by several methods. One definition involves temper­
ature lapse rate. The World Meteorological Organization specifies the lowest level at 
which the lapse rate is less than 2°/km over a depth of 2 km as the tropopause 
The tropopause is also frequently defined dynamically using isentropic P\ ' .  P\ ' .  
ijciiii i  the product of absolute vorticity and thermodynamic stability is greater in the 
si rattjsjjlu're than the troposphere and is usually measured in P\ ' l '  (P\ '  units),  where 
1 = Il)~" ni" I\  kg"'  s~' .  Typically, values between 1 and .'5.5 PXT are used as 
the <l<'hniiiuii  of the tropopause [e.g. Bithell el al. .  2000: Spatlt  ft  al. .  1994j. For the 
purpose uf the present investigation we will  assume the tropopause to coincide with the 
l ' \ ' t  surface, but our conclusions are not strongly dependent on this value. 
P\ '  is conserved following the motion of an air parcel for adiabatic flow with no 
uu'chatru al forcing. In general,  with the case of diabatic heating (such as latent heal 
release due to condensation), parcels e.xperience a decrease of P\ at altitudes above the 
le\fl  of ma.ximuni heating and an increase of P\ '  below the level of [ua.ximum healing 
Wintli .  19!)5: Pomroij and Thorpe. 2000]. Turbulent mi.King will  also induce non-
t ()iis»T\at iuri of P\ .  The degradation of P\ '  has been noted as a [)romineni factur in 
cro-^-t ri>p(jpausc trans[)ort from the stratosphere to the troposphere (t  al. .  
Ozone is primarily photochemically generated in the tropical stratosphere but is also 
ant  l irupugcnically produced in the troposphere in smaller quantities as pollution. Total 
((jlumri ozone (also denoted here as total ozone) is proportional to the integral 
j  P\d= (I) 
wiicre f) is t l ie density of air.  \  is the ozone mi.xing ratio, and c is the geometric height.  It  
is a nicasurc of the number of ozone molecules in a column froiTi the surface through the 
ai niu~i>hi 're and is typically expressed in Dobson units (DT) where 1 Dl '  = 10~' m at 
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standard Icniperature and pressure [Atidreics et al. .  1987]. Note that a parcel of air with 
a given ozone mixing ratio in the denser air of mid-tropospheric altitudes will  contribute 
inurt- siiiniticaatly to the total column ozone than if located in the stratosphere. Since 
In^ih ozoiie and P\ '  increase nearly e.xponentially in the lower stratosphere and both are 
f | i iasi-conservcd at these altitudes, a correlation e.xists between the two quantities [.see 
Oist n i t  al. .  2000 and references therein for a more complete discussion of total column 
ozonc. I^\ .  an<l t heir correlation]. 
Ihc next section briefly describes the model and TOMS (ields used to anal\ze tliis 
case slud_\ '  of STE. In section .3. we present the results of the P\ '  changes along parcel 
trajectories within the development of the cyclone and then investigate the cause of the 
clianges. Finally, we conclude with a short discussion of the results.  
Data and IVTeteorological Setting 
lJuring U - I O  .November 199S. a strong baroclinic cyclone rapidly evolved over the 
iciitral I  nitecl States. Previously. O / . S E / J  t t  al.  [2000] demonstrated a significant,  fine-
-< alc ( ( j i isistency between model meteorological fields and observed total ozone data for 
ti l ls s\stem. Similar to that study, we use analysis fields from the Mesoscale Analysis 
and I 'rcdict ion System (.M.-M'S) and total ozone from the Earth Probe Total Ozone 
.\lap[jing .Spectrometer (EP/TO.MS). I he .M.-\PS. the development version of the Rapid 
I pdate ( 'ycle-2. is run in real t ime at the Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL) in Boulder. 
Colc^rado. 1 li is forecast model has 40-km liorizontal resolution and 10 vertical levels u[) 
iw ~ 7") i iPa. I he \-erticaI coordinate is \-irtual potential temperature excrpl near tlie 
iiruiind aiul prtnifles high vertical resolution near the tropopause. Ihe LcvcI-2 (cilong-
irack. non-gridded) total ozone data from the polar-orbiting EP/TO.MS used here has 
horizcjiiial resolution ~ 40 km near nadir.  The random error is ± 2'^ .  Further discussion 
of t l ic MAPS anrl EP/TO.MS can be found in OUcn ft al.  [2000] and references tlierein. 
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1 lu '  total ozont '  at  about 17 UTC on 10 November 1998 is overlaid with the MAPS 
1 ropupHiis*'  ()r»'ssurc and shown in Fig. I .  Near the center of the cyclone, around -15' ' . \  
and between 100°\\ '  and 90°\\ ' .  the tropopause pressure is near a local minimum while 
the total uzone is comparable to other regions where the tropopause pressure is more 
than 1")(J l i l 'a greater.  .Along the southern edge of the cyclone, between .•}o°.N' and 10°.\ .  
t i l l '  ma.\imiim tropopause pressure gradient is displaced southward of the ma.xinuitn 
oziMie gradient.  These two regions where the tropopause and total ozone fields appear 
incorisistant are the focus of this paper. To further visualize the tropopause and the 
vcriira! structure of the potential temperature. Figure 2 shows a SSF-NN'W cross section 
wt 1*\ and potential temperature from ;{.T.N. 92°\\  to 58°.N. IDl^W. The ;{2() 1\ surface, 
oil  which back trajectories are calculated later,  lies near the tropo[)ause between 12°.\ '  
and 52"' . \ '  and extends through much of the tropopause fold south of 42° .N. 
Results 
PV Indications of STE 
A grid of 416 parcels was formed, centered on the cyclone and spaced at 1° intervals 
in a 25' • 15" latitude-longitude region. From an initial t ime at 17 I 'TC. coinciding 
wit h I iie t ime of the FO.MS overpass. 16 hour isentropic back-trajectories for each parcel 
were calculated using a 4th-order Runge-Kutta scheme. Winds were inter[)oIated from 
lioiii  l}'  -M.VPS analysis fields with a time step of 15 minutes. Sensiti\-it_\- tests show that 
in>iuiiil icant dilferences are found using shorter t ime steps. It  should also be noted that 
uoii-isentroi)ic trajectories using the model diagnosed vertical motion were calculated 
many parcels examined in the present study. In all  cases, the results showed that 
the parcels had the same or higher P\ '  at 1 I 'TC than the isentropic back trajectories. 
1 he differences of the horizontal locations of the parcels along the back trajectories 
were insignificant as well.  Thus, to avoid errors introduced by inherent noise in the 
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Total Column Ozone (DU) 
237. 270. 302. 335. 368. 
Figure 1 EP/TOMS total ozone (color shading) and 40-km MAPS 
tropopause pressure on 10 November 199S. A portion of one 
EP/TOMS orbit is shown. The local equator crossing time is 
16:55 UTC with measurements shown occurring ~ 6 to 18 min­
utes later.  Total ozone is measured in Dobson Units (DU) and 
contour values are as indicated on the color bar.  The tropopause 
pressure is defined as the greatest alti tude 2 PV'U surface within 
the model vertical domain and is contoured in 50 hPa intervals.  
Model data is the 17 UTC analysis field. 
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Figure 2 MAPS analysis vertical cross section at 17 L'TC November 10 of 
potential vorticity (color shading at 2 PVU intervals) and potential 
temperature (white contours: intervals as indicated). Cross section 
is oriented SSE^NNW pcissing through 45° X, 95° VV and 55° N. 
99° VV. Bold, black contour is the dynamically-defined tropopause 
taken to be 2 PVU in this paper. 
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vert ical velocities and to minimize computational time, isentropic trajectories are used. 
Xoii-iseritropic trajectories would not alter any of the conclusions presented. 
1 lie P\ '  changes from 1 to 17 UTC for each parcel on the 320 K surface are compared 
ill  I ' iu:.  3.  The position of each parcel at 17 UTC is denoted with an asterisk. .A. 
red a.-^t(Misk indicates a parcel that had a P\ '  value greater than 2 P\T' at 1 I 'TC. 
l)Ui ai  17 t re has a value less than 2 P\ 'L' ,  Thus, u'hen defining the tropopause 
hy the 2 P\ 'r  surface, these parcels moved from the stratosphere lo the ifopusphere. 
Blue asterisks denote the reverse: parcels that e.xhibited troposphere to stratosphere 
nio\-enient.  Parrels whose P\ '  values remained continuously greater than or less than 2 
l ' \ ' r  are indicated in green. 
Two large regions of red parcels can be observed. One runs along the southern edge 
of the 2 P\ 'r  contour and the other is a "P\ '-hole" in the center of the PV contours. 
I l iese area.s coincide with locations where the tropopause pressure appears to be less 
i 'urr<'laied with the total ozone (Fig. I).  
S i n c e  but h P\ '  and ozone mixing ratio increase with altitude in the lower stratusphere. 
\er i i i  ally iiUegrated P\ '  is frequently compared to total column ozone. If we assume 
that  P\ is [proportional to the ozone mi.xing ratio in the lower stratosphere [Wiughdii 
II (il . .  and that the pressure is proportional to the density of air (i .e. .  that the 
at iiiw>[)liere is isothermal near the midlatitude tropopause to a first a[)pro.\imation). we 
can sulistiiute these readily available model fields into expression ( 1 | .  Tims, total ozui\e 
slujuld correlate with the model vertical summation 
Y , p p y -  ( 2 )  
lur the same 116 points shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows this P\ '  sumtnatioti  ov<'r 
ea< h tA the 2() isentropic model levels between 282 k' and -•375 k' at 17 I 'TC. For each 
product tc; be included in the summation, the pressure must be < 600 hPa and the 
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Figure 3 Isentropic PV (blue contours) from MAPS analysis at 17 UTC 
November 10 on the 320 K surface, contoured in 2 PV'U intervals,  
beginning at 2 PV'U. .Asterisks denote air parcel positions at 17 
UTC for which 16-hour, isentropic back-trajectories were calcu­
lated. Red asterisks signify parcels that had PV values > 2 PV'U 
at 1 UTC and < 2 PV'U at 17 UTC. Blue asterisks denote PV 
changes from < 2 PV'U to > 2 PV'U. Parcels that remained ei­
ther greater than or less than 2 PV'U are represented with green 
asterisks. 
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l ' \ '  miisi be > 2 PV'U. Because P\ '  and ozone mixing ratio are less well correlated in 
the t ropusjjhere due to diabatic and mixing processes, this constraint helps limit the 
Cuntrilnition of tropospheric air with high PV and low ozone (which coidd be due to 
lateiil  heal effects).  The top two model levels,  400 K and 450 K. are omitted from the 
rumination since the diagnosed P\ on these levels is less reliable [./ .  Brown. XOAA/FSL. 
[jcrsuiial cuminunication. 2000]. 
1 h<' hiuli-uzone hook feature observed is readily apparent in the integrated P\ (ij ' ld 
iii  I ' i t i .  4.  However, along the southern edge of the hook, the maximum gradient of the 
iiUfgratetl  P\ '  field is displaced further from the maximum ozone gradient than elswhere. 
I 'ur example, on the east side of the hook the gradients are in good agreement. In the 
<cuter <)( the hook the P\ '  summation is at a minimum where rousiderable total ozone is 
>iill  ol)served. Both of these regions correspond with location of the red parcels in Fig. 
In I ' ig.  5 a similar P\ '  stimmation is e.xamined using the P\ of each parcel at 1 L'TC 
but  their pressun" at 17 I  TC. as if the parcels completely conserved P\ '  along their 
I i ; i  j i 'ctI he hook shape of the P\ '  fields is stil l  evirlenl and the magnitud<" witiiin 
the luM^k is comparable to that in Fig. 4. Howe\-er.  a signiHcaiit  increa.se of al jo i i t  lUU' i' 
and oO'/ in integrated P\ '  is seen along the southern edge and in the center of the hook. 
i f u l l y .  In t he center of the hook, the "PX'-hole" (near 100° W. 44-45° .\ ')  is not 
(jli-crv<'d and t he gradient of integrated P\ is reduced as well.  
1 l i c s e  P\'  summations are consistent with these two regions being stratospheric air 
which has become tropospheric. as defined b\ '  P\ ' .  There is a significant increase of the 
iiiiegrated P \ '  when P\ '  is assumed conserved (Fig. 5) and the summation is constrained 
to  P\'-defined stratospheric air.  The fact that relatively high total ozone in the center 
region still  <\\ists and is not evident along the southern edge of the hook suggests that 
two differing processes may be occurring that decrea.se P\ ' .  
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Total Column Ozone (DU) 
237. 270. 302. 335. 368. 
Figure 4 EP/TOMS total ozone (color shading) as in Fig. 1. Contours are 
of the vertical summation of PV x pressure [see text,  expression 
(2)] at  17 UTC for air parcels on 26 MAPS model levels between 
2S2 K and 375 K. Parcels included must have a pressure < 600 
hPa and PV > 2 PVU (see te.xt).  Summation is scaled by a factor 
of 100. Contour interval is 40 PVU hPa, beginning at 100 PVU 
hPa. 
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Total Column Ozone (DU) 
237. 270. 302. 335. 368. 
Figure 5 EP/TOMS total ozone (color shading) as in Fig. 1. Contoured 
field as in Fig. 4 .  but the PV" value for each parcel at 1 UTC is 
multiplied by the pressure of the parcel at  17 UTC in an attempt 
to model complete conservation of PV along parcel trajectories. 
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Parcels Within the PV-hole 
1 he parcels within the "PV'-hoIe" have low values of PV" yet the total column ozone 
ill  this region is relatively high. This suggests that these parcels might contain significant 
wzutif.  Assuming no chemical sources or sinks and no phase transitions, these parcels 
-iii j i iM be relatively dry if they originated in the stratosphere. The .MAPS water vapor 
mixing ratio at 17 I 'TC is shown in Fig. 6. The hook of low water vapor on tlie ;52(J 
K siufacc (Fig. 6a) corresponds well to the PV contours in Figs. -1 and o. The water 
i> slightly greater in the center of the hook than that of the hook itself yei remains 
>iuiiil i< aiii  ly low. In a cross section (Fig. 6b). the tongue of the tropopause fohl is easily 
>ecu in the water vapor. From about 35° .\ '  to 43° X. the water vapor contours follow 
the tro[jopause quite closely. The sharp change of the drier water vapor contours at 43*^ 
X and northward (starting at point in Fig. 6b). suggests that the air just beneath the 
'1\ namirally defined tropopause here has stratospheric origins. 
l i i iurc 7a shows P\ '  and vertical structure of potential temperature at 17 I 'TC 
.liuMi: a back trajectory for a representative parcel within the P\ '-hole. The apprijximatc 
iiH-ation uf t l ie t ropopause can be surmised from the tightly packed potential temperature* 
< wiii(jurs.  (The packed contours agree with the location of both the P\ '-defined and 
la[)~-f rale I n^popause here, not shown). Early in the trajectory the parcel appears to lie 
abiAc 1 he I  roptjpause. and later mo\"es bf^low. .Since the trajectories wine calculatffl  using 
li(jurl>- analysis fields for greatest wind accuracy and due to the nature of the assimilation 
process, the diagnosed PV may change by a factor of 2 or more between analysis cycles 
. / .  Broii-n. XO.A.A/FSL. personal communication. 2000]. Such P\ '  fluctuations are seen 
in  I ' i t i .  7a. However, prior to 11 L'TC. the parcel P\ '  remains greater than 2 PXT. 
Hci ween 111 I ( '  and 12 L TC the PV decreases suddenly from aijout -o P\ ' l '  tu 1 P\ '(  ' .  
riic PV remains tropospheric after this time. The PV thus agrees well with the parcel 's 
location relati\e to the appro.Kimate tropopause seen in the potential temperature field. 
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Figure 6 (a) MAPS analysis water vapor mixing ratio on the 320 K surface 
at 17 UTC. Contour intervals as indicated in units of 10"' '  ppmv. 
Local minimum and maximum denoted with L and H respectively. 
Red line denotes the cross-section used in Fig. 6b. (b) Vertical 
profile of M.APS water vapor mixing ratio (black contours).  Con­
tour intervals cis indicated in units of 10~® ppmv. The 2 and 4 
PVL' surfaces are shown in red to identify the dynamically-defined 
tropopause. 
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A foiwarcl trajectory for this parcel to the end of the day (not shown) reveals that the 
parcel 's P\ '  remains below 0.5 P\T' and below the tightly spaced potential teinperature 
contours (i .e. .  remains below the tropopause). 
Relative humidity (RH) can also be e.\amined to infer if the parcel is stratospheric 
ur t rupospheric. .-X value around 209^ is frequently used, as a first-order appro.ximation. 
I he parcel 's RH remains below lOYc until  S ( TC where, over the iie.xl -1 hours, it  r ises 
rapidlv ti;  about 75V( at 12 l . 'TC (Fig. 7b). From 12 L'TC to the end of the day. the RM 
^luu ly decreases to about 509c and then remains steady. Thus RH and P\ '  both suggest 
that th<' parcel began in the stratosphere but was later consistently tropospheric. The 
tiuhtly packed RH contours of about 20% to 10% also agree well with the locaticjii  of 
tl ie pai ked potential temperature contours (Fig. 7a) throughout the trajectory. Note 
that e\en if the parcel 's water vapor mi.King ratio remains constant,  the RH will increase 
since t h<' parcel is ascending (cooling) during this time. 
1 here are several indications within the model that the "P\ '-hole" is caused by loss 
uf P\ due to latent heating from condensation of water vapor. .At alti tudes Ijclow 500 
hPa the i)i .)tential temperature surfaces begin to bow downward at aljout 7 I 'TC. with 
iIk '  i i iaximum dispiacement occurring between 10 I  TC and II I 'TC (Fig. 7a).  There is 
alsi^ signilicant vcM'tical motion in the middle troposphere from about 9 L TC to I I (  TC 
il  iu. 7c ).  consistent with convection associated with condensation. 
I h e  model representation of convection along the trajectory is supported ijy observa-
tiun. Figuri- 8a shows radar reflectivity data at 17 TTC. The P\ '  field and the position.-
(jf parcels within the "P\ '-liole" at this lime are displayed in Figure Sb. .All but the 
western-most parcels are in a region of significant precipitation. At 12 L'TC (Figs. Sc 
and >^d). the same parcels remain in the region of precipitation and the [jrecipatation is 
-linliilv stronger at this t ime. Prior to about 6 I 'TC (not shown), none of these parcels 
were in a region of precipitation. Thus, the P\ '  decreases are .seen to agree well with 
[marcel [jositions in precipitating regions. This supports our conjecture of latent heat 
c 
Figure 7 Various MAPS analysis fields along the calculated back trajectory 
of a representative air parcel within the "PV'-hole" on the 320 
K surface (see Fig. 3).  Time (increasing from left to right) is 
shown on the horizontal a.xes. (a) Vertical structure of potential 
temperature (dashed contours).  Potential tenifjeraturc surfaces as 
indicated and the 320 K surface (trajectory of the parcel) is the 
heavier dashed line. The PV of the parcel along the trajectory is 
shown as the solid, bold line and is scaled on the right-hand ver­
tical a.xis.  (b) Relative humidity along the trajectory, (c) Profile 
of vertical motion along the trajectory. Negative u; (hPa s~') is 
plotted so that solid (dotted) lines denote ascending (descending) 
motion. Contour interval is 0.002 hPa s~' .  Dashed line is the 
trajectory of the parcel on the 320 K surface. 
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i i iducecl P\ '  loss for these parcels.  
Parcels Along Southern Edge 
Parcels that lie south of the 2 P\ '  contour in Fig. 3 appear to e.xhibit stratospheric 
t(5 tropospheric P\ '  changes. Back trajectories calculated for these parcels indicate that 
injiK- iravcrse any region of precipitation. Thus, a dynamical mechanism forcing the 
l ' \  cliaiitics is inferred, rather than an adiabatic process. Figures 9a and 9h siiow these 
parrel pusitioiis relative to the model wind magnitude and turbulent kinetic energy 
I I  K 1:1: kinetic energy associated to small-scale turbulence) on the 320 K surface at 3 
l ie and 17 I 'TC. respectively. .A,t 3 L'TC all  the parcels have stratospheric values of 
l ' \  .  1 l iey lie (HI the cyclonic shear side (north) of the jet.  consistent with their high P\ ' .  
B\ 17 r  rc they have advected to the anti-cyclonic shear side (south) of th<'jet.  with 
(•.ji i>ef|uent lower values of P\ ' .  Potential temperature contours along the trajectories 
I nut <hown) do not indicate significant heating or cooling, in agreement with the lack of 
wij-<'r\ed raflar [)recipitation echoes. These results are consistent with dynamical,  rather 
I hail  i j iabatic.  [processes causing the loss of P\ ' .  
Mu<t (jf the [parcels traverse regions of relatively high TKE at this level diiriim ihi> 
lii i ie peritxl (<' .g. Fig. 9 and at other times not shown) indicating that they likely 
i xpericnce turbulent mi.xing as they are advected. Besides mi.xing warmer air with 
I i juler air.  the turbulence would also serve to diffuse the chemical constituents of the 
liar<-el>. In contrast to the large values of total ozone observed in the "PX'-liole" reuic^n. 
ih<' total ozone observed over the region of these parcels is relatively low (compare Fig. 
9b with I ' ig. I) .  The RH along the trajectories of these parcels also differs from that 
seen for the parcels in the "PV-hole". For the parcels west of about go°\\ ' .  the RH rises 
fioiii  \alues of less than 209r to greater than oO%. but within a few hours decreases to 
less than 2(] 'X again and remains low to the end of the day (not shown). The niure 
eastern [parcels remain less than 209c RH throughout their trajectory. This contrasts 
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Figure 8 (a) NEXRAD composite radar at 17 UTC. Yellow and red regions 
correspond to heaviest precipitation, (b) .Air parcel positions (red 
asterisks) relative to the MAPS analysis PV field (blue contours) 
on the 320 K surface at 17 UTC. Contour interval is 2 PV'U, 
beginning at 2 PVU. (c) As in Fig. Sa, but at 12 UTC. (d) .As in 
Fig. 8b, but at 12 UTC. 
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Figure 9 MAPS analysis wind magnitude (black contours),  TKE (green 
contours),  and parcel positions (red asterisks) at (a) 3 UTC and 
(b) 17 UTC. Wind contour interval is 10 m s~' and TKE contour 
interval is 0.3 J kg~^, beginning at 0.1 J kg~^. Note that these are 
different air parcels than in Fig. 8. 
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that seen for the "PV'-hole" parcels that increased RH and then remained at typiceilly 
trupospiierir values. The observed ozone and the model water vapor thus give further 
sii[jpori for t l ie conjecture that mixing is occurring along these parcel trajectories. 
Discussion 
1 l ie cruss-jet transport seen along the southern edge of tlu^ cyclone in the vicinity uf 
I hi '  I rupupausc fold has been noted by several authors as being the most signiKcant loca-
liuii  of stratophere-to-troposphere e.vchange within a midiatitude cyclone [e.g. Aiidrta-. '< 
ft  id. .  l l)>7; l junnrqut and 1994]. Modeling results also suggest that the dee[j-
'•^t pciict rat ion of folds into tropospheric altitudes invariably oc-curs near the soutliern 
• •(li ic of ryciones [Bush and Peltier.  1994]. Similar evidence of this type of e.xchange iis 
presented here was found in each of six other large-scale cyclone cases (not shown here) 
thai we cxaniinecl.  Conversely, the "PX'-hole" appearing near the center of the cyclone 
'•xaiiii iu'd in detail  here (Fig. •"}) was not as robust a feature in an\ '  uf the other cNcloiies 
il iai we examined. Why this anomaly occurred in this case and not in the uther ras(>s 
we examined is beyond the scope of this present paper and requires further investiga-
tiuM. In adflition. since the focus of the pre.sent work was on exchange processes, we 
• l id iiui i i i \-est igate P\ '  destruction that may ha\-e occurred due to either the diabatic or 
• lynaiiiical j irocess which did not decrease P\ '  to tropospheric values. 
I he [jersistence of the pool of ozone-rich air in the upper-troposphere associated 
witli  the •"P\ '-hole" can be observed in Fig. 10. Almost a day later the pool of low 
P\ air is seen to have advected northeastward to near 47°X. S0°\\ '  (Fig. 10a). The 
dynamical t ropopause here is between 250 hPa and .300 hPa. but the total ozone in this 
K '^ion i ' i i 'eater than ;}30 Dl. ) is more typical of a lower tropopause. The model water 
\apwr seen in cro.ss section (Fig. lOb) also provides evidence of urimi.xed strat(jsph(M-ic 
air underlying the dynamically-defined tropopause. This may be a source of unmi.xed 
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high-ozone layers in the upper-troposphere which have been observed downstream from 
< \ (  lonic systems at later t imes [Bilhell  et al. .  2000]. 
Due lu the non-conservation of PV associated with diabatic processes, precipitation 
f\(MUs in the mid-troposphere can have a significant effect upon lower stratospheric-
air parcels.  Mat.-innioto et al.  [19S2] discuss a source of stratosphere-to-troposphere 
• 'xcliaiitic involving a rising tropopause caused by convective systems. Aiictllt l  t t  al.  
1',) ' .)  I  [ncseut evidence of both convection-driven rising of the tropopause and nii.xing 
within a tropopause fold as mechanisms of STE within a single cutoff low. The formation 
uf the "PX -hole" in the present study supports the concept of a rising tropopause due 
to dialjatic heating below. During the time which its PV is decreasing to tropospheric 
\aiiii 's .  the parcel in Fig. 7a is ascending. Thus, the tropopause must be rising at a 
fa-i<T rate than the parcel.  .-\s stated previously (Sec. 3.2. Fig. 7a).  the tight 1\ '  packed 
i)ot<Miiial temperature contours indicating the appro.ximate position of the tro[Ju[>ause 
arc iJjserved above the parcel after the parcel 's P\ '  decreases. The most likely cause of 
t l i i -  l)eha\ ior is convection from the observed precipitation occurring in this region. 
It -huuld also be noted that,  for the e.xchange along the southern edge of the cyclone, 
the lightly packed potential temperature contours remain below tht" parcels at all  t ime> 
i not shown). However, the vertical temperature structure here fails to meet the W'.MO 
lapx' rale definition of the tropopause at any level within the vertical domain of the 
tuixlel.  temperature inversion e.xists at  the level of the packed [)Otential temperature 
< i jnioiirs.  but the depth of this inversion is less than 2 km (not shown). 'I 'he itivcM'siun 
dues (•urres|)ond to the location of the tongue of the tropopause fold below the ;}2() 
1\ surface in Pig. 2. Thus, the use of the P\-defined tropopau.se is more useful in 
li iamiosing S I F. in this region. 
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Figure 10 (a) EP/TOMS total ozone (color shading) as in Fig. 1, but for 
an equator crossing time of 16:11 UTC on 11 November 1998. 
Black contours are MAPS analysis PV on the 320 K surface at 
16 UTC. Contour interval is 2 PVU. beginning at 2 PVU. Bold, 
SSE^.N'NVV line denotes the cross-section used in Fig. 10b. (b) 
Vertical profile of M.APS water vapor mixing ratio (black con­
tours).  Contour intervals as indicated in units of 10"' '  ppmv. 
Blue line is EP/TOMS total ozone scaled on the right-hand ver­
tical axis.  The 2 and 4 PVU surfaces are shown in red to identify 
the d\ 'namically-defined tropopause. 
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Conclusion 
I si i iu a niesoscale forecast moclel and observed radar and TOMS total ozone data 
fur an explosively-generated cyclone, we have examined two regions of stratospherc-to-
in^posphere exchange with respect to the dynamically-defined tropopause. Reduced P\ 
i> obser\(xl in the center of the cyclone. Evidence has been presented that suggests 
il ie reduced P\ '  is due to diabatic processes and that the air parcels therein retained 
their stratospheric chemical signature. The exchange on the southern edge of the cy­
clone ap[jears to be dominated by dynamical processes in which cross-jet mixing dilutetl  
S t  rat <js[)heric air with tropospheric air.  This cross-jet transport is more common in cv-
cloiu'  lif(" cycles. In contrast,  the strong "PV-hole~ observed in the center of the cyclone 
a[jpears lo be more atypical,  occurring in one of six cases we e.xamined. 
Iti  this regard, we note that Goering et al.  (2000) have recently e.xamined several 
otliei- cycKjiiic systems, using similar analysis techniques to those em[iloy(Ml here. The 
(iueriiiu et al .  results,  combined with our present case study, suggest thai (jrecipitatic^i-
inclu<cd "liabalic effects can significantly modify parcel P\ '  (either decreasing or increas-
i i i i i .  depending on parcel trajectory configuration with respect to jet core and maximum 
heatitiu regions).  .Moreover. Goering et al.  aLso note increases in parcel P\ ' .  ap[)areritly 
due to mixing effects for parcels near the jet core, consistent with findings of Shapiro 
d!)7S;. 1 hus. variations in STE mechanisms are to be anticipated for different cyclones, 
as well as with different air parcel trajectories in a given cyclone. 
I-iiially. a note of caution concerning STE studies in the vicinit\-  of strong baroclinic 
-\  -teins; In ihis paper we find instances of air with stratospheric values of coiisiitueiits 
Ixiiig below the P\ '-defined tropopause. Because the choice of iropopause is critical in 
diagnoses of exchange, in addition to PV. chemical contituents and temperature fields 
-lioiild also be considered. In the "P\ '-hole" region of the system studied here, where 
the d\iiamic tropopause and packing of potential temperature contours agree, the air 
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Ijcncath ilu'  tropopause shows evidence of stratospheric signature of chemical species 
iwatrr \apur and ozone). .Along the southern edge of the cyclone, stratospheric ozone 
and water vapor appear mi.xed with tropospheric air.  and the temperature lapse rate 
I rupupause does not agree with the PV'-defined tropopause. Thus, any estimate of the 
ina,-s excliaum'd will  be dependent upon the choice of tropopause. especially in the fold 
reiiiun of mid-latitude cyclones. 
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CYCLONIC SYSTEM FINE STRUCTURE DEDUCED 
FROM TOTAL OZONE OBSERVATIONS AND 
MESOSCALE MODEL ANALYSES 
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of Geophysical Research 
Mark A. Olsen'.  John L. Stanford'  
Abstract 
OUt'ii  tM al .  [2000a.b] used total ozone observations and niesoscah' model analy­
ses itj  in\ ( 'st  igate subsynoptic-scale structure in an intense niidlatit  ude cyclonic system 
ill)  . \o\-emijer 1998). .Small scale features of that storm generally showed excellent 
(•orn'S[)(jndence between high-resolution (~ 40 km), along-track Total Ozone .Mapping 
I  riji i icicr I  rO .M.S) total ozone data and inesoscale model fields. The pn'S(Mil paper 
explores the t>xtent to which those conclusions, based on a single case study, are rep-
resemati\e of other cyclonic systems. Five storm systems (from ten investigated I  are 
<li-< i issed h<>re. X'ariability between systems is found, and one new phenomenon is de-
-I ri lx' i l .  l)ui uverall  cyclone structure is similar to the previous more detailed case study. 
Salient points are: 
( 1 ) Significant contribution to total ozone occurs from fine-scale structures which 
are often horizontally tube-like and denoted by high potential vorticil\-  (PW correlated 
• D'-p.irini'Mit of F'liysics and .Astronomy. Iowa State University. .-\mes 
witli  low humidity and high ozone mixing ratio) just above the tropopause. Associated 
r<'uiuii> ijf  deep tropopause-depression commonly induce total ozone increases of ~ 30VT 
(jr inure. 
(2) A "PN'-hole" is usually found in the center or eastern part of the vortex. Back 
1 rii j i 'cUM-y analyses suggest the phenomena are due to PV destruction when parcels 
I  r a \ f rs ( '  regions of precipitation-induced latent heating. The effect has relevance for 
c-iii i iaics of stratosphere-troposphere exchange (STE). 
i •"{ I High clouds, particularly along frontal-system lines of cumuloiiimbus anvils, arc 
( o!nnu>iil\ '  identifiable in TOMS data as retrieval errors.  
i l l  A  l u l a l  o z o n e  " t a i l "  i s  o f t e n  s e e n  e x t e n d i n g  s o u t h w e s t  f r o m  t h e  m a i n  c y c l o n e  
( Ciller,  conjectured to be associated with a tropopause depression at a jet exit region. 
{')) I hese results may aid in the assimilation of total ozone data into models lo 
ini[)ru\( '  forecasts and dynamical modeling. 
i(ii  These results underscore the potential value and need of high-time resolution 
licusyuchriJiiuus total ozone observations. 
Introduction 
Many i rupcjspheric weather phenomena are associated with l)aroclinic midlatitude 
cyrjuiiic systems and their structure and dynamics have long held tlie interest of atmo-
-[)h( 'ri(  -cienlists.  Over 70 years ago. Dobson and colleagues recognized the cunnecticni 
iT  the  stratosphere to tropospheric weather by the correlation of total ozone lo weather 
patterns (see the work reviewed by Dobson [196S]).  Mote et al.  [1991] and \ 'aughan and 
Pnr( i 19911 show that vertical motions within baroclinic systems account for much of 
I he variation in total column ozone on synoptic and subsynoptic scales. In the latter lialf 
uf  I he  L'Oi  h  cenliiry. i t  has been shown that tlie increased stratosphere-troposphere inter-
ad ion associated with baroclinic systems produces significant stratosphere-troposphere 
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cxcliaiigc (S I E) ill  the midlatitudes [Reed and Sanders. 1953: Danielsen. 1968: Shapiro. 
l l)7s].  It  is believed that the majority of cross-tropopause transport in the midlatitudes 
occurs within such cyclonic systems [.Andreivs et al. .  1987]. 
W hlK' increased computational power and improved modeling have greatly increased 
the understanding of baroclinic life cycles, the models are limited by resolution and 
([uanlitN' of observations assimilated, as well as the ability to verify results.  In earlier 
W(;rk. we com[)ared total column ozone fields (also referred to as total ozone) with 
n icsos< al( '  model analysis fields for an intense, large-scale, midlatitude cyclone over the 
Midwestern I 'nited States [Ol.sen et al. .  2000aj.  Total ozone and meteorological tields 
wen^ shown to display a high degree of consistency. The agreement was particularly 
ntjiable for potential vorticity (P\ ')  fields in the lower stratosphere. For this same 
-y- i f i i i .  we also examined the signature of STE within the mesoscale model and total 
' i / . i iui- t icMs ()l .-t  II ( t  (il . .  20001)].  Two regions of .STE were irlentihefl:  one associated 
wiih cross-jet transport along the southern edge of the cyclone and the other near tlu'  
center  of the cyclone, delineated by a "P\ '-hole"" associated with a rising tropopause da<' 
I o  P\ dest ruct ion. 
S i n c e  b o t h  these studies focused on a single, intense midlatitude cyclone s \stein oc­
curring in  . \o \-ember 1998.  the question remained as to how represent at i\-e that cast* was 
of  cyclonic systems in general.  To answer that question, we have e.xamined 10 baro­
cl inic  midlatitude cyclone cases ov^er the United States, comparing high resolution total 
ozwiie observations with mesoscale model analysis fields using similar analysis methods 
iw those used j jy Olsrn el al.  [2000a.b].  In the present paper we discuss the similarities 
and dissimilarities of 0 illustrative cases. 
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Instrument and Data 
WV vise total ozone fields (measured in Dobson imits (D(' .  where I DT = 10~' in 
ai  - iMiidarf l  tcinperature and pressure) from the Earth Probe Total Ozone Mapping 
Sped rununer (EP/TOMS) satellite-based instrument. The Level-2. along-track. non-
iiridded data are used to provide the highest horizontal resolution possible. .A.t the 
current EP/TOMS polar-orbiting altitude, the near-nadir resolution is ~ -10 km cross-
irack and ~ 50 km along-irack. Eor one ra.se noted later,  the satellite was in a lower 
urbi i  that provided a near-nadir cross-track resolution of ~ 2o km. The instrument 
measures radiances in the ultraviolet and is not able to detect ozone below thick clouds, 
rin'  EP/ rO.MS retrieval algorithm accounts for this by assuming a rlimatological \alue 
of lioili  u/.cnie beneath clouds and monthly-averaged cloud height.  Eurther details uf 
1!1'  1 O.MS antl the total ozone data are given in Ohen el al.  [2000a] and McPflt rs t t  
<ii 
riie mesoscale model analysis fields used here are from the .Mesoscale .Analysis and 
[ 'redid ion System (.NEAPS). .M.APS. run in real l ime at the Eorecast Systems Laljorator\ '  
iI  SLi in Boulder. Colorado, is the development version of the Rapid I 'pdate C\cle-2 
iliai is run operationally at the .\ational Centers for Environmental Prediction, . \ational 
Weather Ser\ ice. .M.-\PS has a horizontal resolution of -10 km. coni[)aral)le to the near-
1 Ihf l ir  resijlui itj i i  of the total ozone ol)servat ions. I he \"ertic"al rcjorflinate of MAPS i> 
\  i i  iual pulcntial temperature e.xcept near the ground: this pro\ ides high \erti(  al resolu-
lioii  near the iropopause. Eor more information on .NEAPS, sec Obcn tt  al.  [2000a] and 
ri 'fereiiccs therein, or hltp.7/maps.fsl.noaa.gov/.  
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Results 
General Ozone-PV Observations 
Lsentropic P\ '  fields on the 320 K surface and the corresponding total ozone fields 
for 5 midlatitude cyclonic cases are shown in Fig. 1. Note that the cases shown in Figs. 
Ic and Id are actually the same system on consecutive days. Sample vertical profiles of 
P\ '  and pulciitial temperature for all  cases are displayed in Fig. 2. The cross .section for 
cacli  panel in Fig. 2 is chosen to correspond to a single EP/ lO.M.S track (the constant 
scan angle data tracks denoted by white lines in Fig. 1).  The total ozone along these 
tracks is also shown in Fig. 2. Consistent with our earlier studies, we have chosen the 
putciitial vorticily surface corresponding to 2 potential vorticity units (P\ I '  I  to d(> Hue 
I he t  r(j[)opause. See Olsen et al.  [2000a.b] for a more detailed discussion. 
As EP/TOMS passed ov^er the southern edge of the general stratospheric intrusions in 
• •acli  cjf the rases shown in Figs. 2a-f.  the magnitude of the total ozone increase obser\ 'ed 
v.a> -iuiiil icant: ~ 339c. ~ 3l9r.  ~ 7o9f. ~ 73'A .  ~ 2S9r. and ~ 37/T. respecti\-ely. The 
<hj-- «'(  ti i)ns shown do not necessarily intersect the greatest total ozone oljserv»>d fur 
ra< li -ystcm. liut these values are consistent with the nearly 3S/? increase shown for the 
del ailed rase study given in Olsen ft  nl.  [2000a]. 
\\ hiic I h<' total ozone provides a good first-order indication of the relative tropo[)ause 
|)r< s.-iirc.  ()l .-( n ft  al.  [2000a] hypothesize that pockets and tubes of ozone-rich. high-P\ 
air dcsceiirl  within the stratospheric intrusion and contribute significantly to the ttjial 
ozone ol)ser\ed. In the cases shown here the ma.ximum ozone of about 355 DL". -105 Df. 
510 Dr. 505 DL',  365 DL'.  and 405 DU correspond to tropopause pressures of about 
55(1 l iPa. 375 hPa. 425 hPa. 400 hPa. 350 hPa. and -550 hPa. respectively. In some 
:n-t aiiccs. ma.xirnum total ozone is observed where the tropopause reaches the lowest 
aliiiudc (greatest pressure), as in Figs. 2a and 2f. In other cases, ma.vcimiim t(jtal ozone 
does not coincide with deepest tropopause penetration (Figs. 2b-e).  In these situations 
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Total Column Ozone (OU) 
240. 276. 3n. 347. 332. 
Total Column Ozone (OU) 
235. 279. 322. 366. 410. 
3a .-(05 -laox-ft 
Tola! Column Ozone (OU) 
255. 320. 385. <*50. 515. 
Totol Column Ozone (DU) 
237. 270. 303. 336. 369. 
Totol Column Ozone (DU) 
246. 3n. 376. 441. 506. 
f ^ 
Total Column Ozone (DU) 
274. 307. 341. 374. 408. 
Figure 1 M.APS analyses isentropic PV fields (contours) on the 320 E\ sur­
face and EP/TOMS total ozone (shading) for 5 cases (panels c and 
d are consecutive days of same case): [M.-XPS analysis t ime and 
date, EP/TOMS equator crossing time] (a) 17 UTC 14 November 
1997. 16:55 UTC; (b) 19 UTC 22 December 1997, 18:36 UTC; (c) 
17 UTC 31 March 1998, 17:22 UTC: (d) 17 UTC 1 .\pril  1998. 
16:.38 UTC; (e) 16 UTC 3 November 1999, 16:02 UTC; (f) 17 
UTC 20 .April  2000, 16:56 UTC. PV contour interval is 2 PVU 
beginning at 2 PVU (bold contour).  Total ozone shading as in­
dicated on the color bar for each panel.  Westward til t ing white 
lines denote the cross sections shown in Fig. 2 and correspond 
to a constant scan angle of EP/TOMS. Measurements shown are 
valid ~ 6 to 17 minutes after the equator crossing times. Note 
that EP/TOMS was in a lower orbit for case (a).  
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I ' ieurc 2 X'crlical cross section of P\ '  (contour interval of 2 P\ T; tropopaiise 
is the 2 P\ 'U bold contour) and total ozone (l)oldest.  unlabeled 
line: scaled on the right-hand vertical axes).  Each panel (a)-(f) 
corresponds to the cross section line labeled with that identifying 
letter in Fig. 1. Xote that the horizontal latitude scale varies 
between panels.  
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It appears il ial dynamics above the tropopause most likely cause a significant total ozone 
\ ariai ion. M any of the local P\ '  maxima seen in Fig. 2 cannot be associated with total 
uzoiu'  maxima, but conversely, some ozone maxima do agree with the location of P\ '  
maxima. For instance, in Fig. 2c the total ozone ma.ximum near 47°.\  likely associated 
with the P\ ma.ximum near 225 hPa. This PV ma.ximum is probabh' related to air 
lia\ inii  larger values of ozone mi.xing ratio which has pre^viously descended from higher 
ahiiadcs. Xearln" cross sections of this case (not shown) indicate this [particular P\ 
feature is persistent as a high PV'/ozone tube. In addition to pockets and tubes of higii  
«v.on(> mixing ratio, dynamics above the top model level (~ 75 hPa) may be contributing 
iij  th<' uijser\ 'ed total ozone as well.  
Long, vertically thin, horizontal bands of enhanced P\ '  are seen in Figs. 2b and 2d 
near 300 hPa. The magnitudes of these ma.xima are greater than 20 P\ 'U and do not 
appear to correspond to greatly enhanced ozone ma.xima. PV analysis fields on these 
-uria< i>> an huiir earlier and later do not show ma.xima of these magnitude, flicst '  hiulih 
transient P\ '  changes are thought to be due to the temperature data assimilated in- the 
niudcl.  1 l ie temperature fields are among the noisiest in the analysis cycle anrl the noise 
i- ani[)lil ied l^y the derivative operations involved in calculating P\ ' .  The tem[K>rature 
!U)i-~e i-  u-iially much more smoothed in the forecast fic-lrls [ .] .  Brown. F.Sf..  persi^nal 
'•(ji innuiiiiat ion]. Ibis also is a possible e.vplanation of wh}- some P\ '  anomalies do not 
correlate with corresponding increases in total ozone. Obviously, this il lustrates the 
need for caution when trying to correlate total ozone with operational model analysis 
1*\ fields at fine scales. 
Ill the rase studied b\- Olscn et nl.  [2000a]. i t  was noted that total ozone increased 
-light ly over a tropopause fold along the southern edge of the cyclone ijefore increasing 
ureatly over the general stratospheric intrusion (see Plate 7 of that study). .-V s imilar 
litniieil  (Mfeci of the stratospheric fold on total ozone can be seen in Fig. 2a. Total 
ozone gradually increases over the fold from 32°N to 38°X and rises rapidly to the north 
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of tl ir  folti .  A tropopause fold extending northward along the northern edge of the 
c \  ( lorie in Fig. 2b (37°N to 40°X) exhibits similar behavior. In Figs. 2c-f the vertically 
iii i i l t i-\aliierl  tropopause folds lie beneath a significant stratospheric depression. The 
cuiit  ribiit  ion of ozone within the fold to the total ozone is difficult to separate from that 
of I he overlying stratospheric intrusion. The fact that significant folds are sonietimes 
a>-ij( iait '( l  with small total ozone enhancement may be attributed to two factors. First.  
>iii(r I he total ozone is a vertical integral of ozone mixing ratio and the folds are relatively 
ili in. the total ozone contribution from ozone in lower e.xtremities of tl ie fold ma>- be 
-mall.  Second, tropopause folds are known to be regions of significant cross-tropopause 
mixing [e.g. Shapiro. L97S|: thus the ozone-rich air in the fold may become diluted with 
t ro|)tjspheric air.  
PV- holes 
In an earlier case study [Obcn et al. .  2000bj. we examined a ~P\'-hole" appearing on 
i1k- :i2() K surfacc near the center of the cyclone where the P\ '  was less than 2 PM '.  The 
ioial uzonc obser\ed in this region remained significant.  This feature was conjectured 
lu be indicative of STE. Back trajectories of air parcels in the P\ '-hole showed that the 
[parcels traversed regions of precipitation during the time that their P\ '  decreased to 
\alues less than 2 P\ 'U. Destruction of P\ '  from latent heating below the parcels cau.sed 
lilt-  iropupause lo rise faster than the siUTOundings; thus lhes(> ozone-rich air parcels 
•>M-rc lc[t  in I he P\ '-de{ined troposphere. 
In the present study, the cases shown in Figs. la-c contain P\ '-holes where enhanced 
tuial ozone exists in the vortex core. However, the depths of the P\ '-holes are less intense 
' l ian in the XcA 'ember 1998 case studied by Olstn et al.  [2000bj. The case in Fig. If 
-^how- a sK)t o\er eastern Iowa with P\ '  less than 2 P\ ' l ' .  The 2 PXT contt)ur is not 
completely closed but the total ozone is relatively high in this region. Back trajectories 
and radar imagery (not shown) for the cases in Figs. la-c.f lead to similar conclusions as 
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i l l  the No v c m i i Ik t  1998 case: i .e. .  that initially ozone-rich. high-P\ '  stratospheric parcels 
(•x[j( 'ri( ' i icetl  P\ '  reduction due to precipitation-induced diabatic heating. The smaller 
l ' \ ' -hul( 's of the size seen in Fig. 1 appear to be more typical of niidlatitudecyclones. The 
huiier F\ -hole oijserved and discussed by Olstn et al.  ["2000bj was evidently somewhat 
anomalously intense. 
I he streamer of PV less than 4 PV T seen over central South Dakota (near 4o°.\  and 
101 W i in Fig. If is an interesting feature that coincides with a region of relatively less 
!  i>i al  ozijn(\ 1 his feature is seen in Fig. 2c as a local minimum in P\ (the4 PX'C contour i 
near IIW and "J7o hPa. Other cross sections across this streamer (not shown) nneal 
tli is to be a tube-like, small P\ '  feature that extends from the P\ '-defined tropupause 
in Hurt l ieastern South Dakota to southwestern South Dakota. Back trajectories reveal 
ihat air [^arcrls within this tube originated from a lower altitude at the southeastern 
part of t he stratospheric intrusion 17 hours earlier,  . \ l though st ratospheric in origin 
I P\ '  values between 2 and 4 P\ 'U. and relatively unchanged from 17 hours earlier),  the 
parcels form a P\ '  (ozone mixing ratio surrogate) minimum above the tropopause; thus 
total (jzone ()l)served across the streamer is a local minimum (Fig. 2c).  This small P\ '  
tube wiihin the vortex core is a counter-example to the large P\ '  value tubes pri 'viouslv 
(li-cusscd. but it  is consistent with the hypothesis of ozone-P\ '  correlation in the lower 
^t rat osphere. 
Total Ozone Cloud Errors 
A number of notable total ozone minima can be seen in Fig. 1. es|M>ciaIlv sout h of I he 
cyclone locations (e.g. southern Louisiana in Fig. la.  southern .\lississip[)i  in Fig. Ic.  
off the southeast US.A coast (23°X. 7o°\\ '  to 3o°.\ .  70°W) in Fig. le.  and southeastern 
Alaljama in Fig. If).  These total ozone minima are retrieval errors associated with 
( l i j i id top altitudes much greater than the climatological values used Ijy the FP/ lOMS 
[jrorcssiiig algorithm. Ol.-^cn rt  al.  [2000a] discuss a similar iiand of low total (jzone 
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ul>st ' i \c 'd in that case study. These prominent total ozone errors occur often when the 
total o/.unc and reflectivity measured by the TOMS instrument strongly anti-correlate 
fur o.\aiii[j[e.  see Plate 2 of Olsen t t  al.  "iOOOa], Where the anti-correlation is not as 
pioiniiK'iu. the errors introduced by midlatitude clouds are expected to be significantly 
lcs>. uti  the orfler of 2% [McPettrs el al. .  199S]. The cross section in Fig. 2e. from 22'^ 
2" N. -hows a [irobable cloud-error TOM.S total ozone decrease of ~ 8'/  (~ 2U L)t i 
, i i  I 111- loratioii .  Other cloud errors in the cases here range from 6'A to ILI'/ i .  
l  urihcr evidence that these reduced total ozone regions are due to retrieval errors 
:i  U;tcd to high cloud tops can be seen in cloud top pressure fields derived from Cu'osta-
Moiiiii ; .  Operational l:In\iroMmental .Satellite (GOES) measurements. Figure ;ia shows a 
i)ortioii  oi the total ozone as in Fig. Ic but in gra_\-scale to provide more visible definition 
oi I l ie cloud error.  Figure shows the GOE.S derived cloud top pressure corresponding 
lo ih<' same day and time. The ozone minimum in southern Mississippi corresponds to 
' i l l '  lociirioii  o( the highest cloud (~ 300-400 hPa) in this area. 
in s<'i  i i(jn ;5.2 we [postulate that the low ozone streamer over South Dakota is a real 
icature. yet the cloud top pressure along the streamer is comparable to the cloud top 
jHcssure where the EP/TO.MS error e.vists in Mississippi.  The TO.MS algorithm assumed 
I l iniaiolotiii  a! cloud top [pressure is 390 hPa along much of the streamer, thus the P\ '  
riiuuiiiciii  that the feature is of atmospheric origin instead of a retrieval artifact remains 
valid. W here the cloud top error occurs over .Mississippi,  the assumed climatological 
cloud lop is o-lO hPa. 
Ozone "Tail" 
III seM-ral of the cyclone cases studied here, a band or "tail" of relatively high t(jial 
ozone (with respect to nearby background) is found to e.xtend .south and west from t he 
southern edge of the cyclone. One such feature can be seen in Fig. If.  e.xtending from 
soiiihern Indiana down along the Te.xas Gulf Coast.  .A similar tail  is seen in the case 
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Figure 3 (a) Total ozone as in Fig. Ic (17:22 UTC 31 March 1998) but 
in gray-scale to more visibK' define gradation, (b) GOES derived 
cloud top pressure at 17 UTC for the same day. 
I ' i '^iue 1 X'ertical cross section of P\ '  and total ozone as in Fig. 2 but 
(a) for cross section line labeled 4 in Fig. If (17 I 'TC "20 .April  
2000). and (b) for 17 L'TC 10 November 1998 corresponding to 
cross section line d e.xtended southward in Plate 7a of Olscii i t  
(il .  ["iOOOa]. The features near •'JS^X in (a) and .•V2°N' in (b) are 
cvifience of enhanced total ozone "tails" e.xtending sout hwestward 
from cyclonic cases, probably associated with sinking air south of 
a jet streak exit region (see te.xt).  
siufli<'d by OUcti ft  al.  [2000a]. These tails appear north of.  and adjacent to. an area 
with sigiiil icaiit  cloud errors. This might suggest that this feature is also an artifact 
u! the ozone retrieval algoritluu. However, evidence that this is a real atmospheric 
u/onc feature can be seen by e.xamining P\ '  in a cross section. Pig. -la shows a cross 
-I 'ctiwii through both the ozone cloud error and the ozone tail  for the case in Fi ' j .  If.  
r i if  tr(j[)opause is slightly depressed below the ozone tail  (~ .•57-. '5S° . \)  and a local F\ '  
uiaxitnum also appears at this location just below 100 hPa. Similarly, in Fig. 4b. a 
i r(jj ju[jaiise depression near 32°X is seen to coincide with the ozone tail  of the svsteni 
-ludicd by Ol.-<rn ( t  al.  [2000a]. 
These tropopause depressions appear to be associated with jet streaks. In both cases 
the higher total ozone tail  is observed south of a jet streak (not shown) near the jet 
exit .  The lowering of the tropopause is caused by the downward ageostrophic secondary 
(  i rcu la t i ( j t i  on the south side of the jet streak e.xit  region: thus enhancefl total ozone is 
I I  
oi)sei\ccI over the induced tropopause depression. 
Summary and Conclusion 
Our previous comparisons of total ozone observations and mesoscale model analyses 
focused on a single, intense baroclinic storm case [0/.:i :en t t  al. .  "2000a.b].  The present 
I ' japcr fxamines the representativeness of those results for other midlatitude cyclonic 
>icnis in similar analyses of ten storm systems. Details of five of tl iese are given lune. 
The present results support the general conclusions reported in Ol.-icn et al.  [2000a.bj.  
along with variations among storm systems. One new feature (a total ozone "tail" ) is  
alscj discussed. 
0\er the stratospheric intrusion of the cyclones, total ozone typicall}" increases -WA 
uf mure. Increases are less significant over the narrow fold regions themselves. Kvidencc-
< an  he seen for pockets of large P\ '  (rich in ozone) that contriljutc to the total uzum-. 
Bi'caii .sc P\ '  is often rather noisy in model analysis fields, not all  large P\ '  features ma_\-
curn-laie with total ozone fields. These results suggest the possibilil \-of using total ozone 
')l)s<T\ations to Nalidate model-generated P\ fields. 
ri ic P\ '-h(iles associated with parcel P\ '  destruction are foiuid to be relatively com-
iiKjii  features in cyclonic cases and may be important for .STE studies. They are caused 
Ia  latent heating effects as the air parcels advect cyclonically. and are most often found 
near the  center to eastern side of the cvclones. The extent and strength of the P\ '-holes 
are  \ariable and frequently small.  
l l i i ih cluufls such as thunderstorm anvils are shown to produc(> errors (local niininiai 
wii  t  he orfler of  I0 '7(  in the total ozone fields. These retrieval errors usually correspond to 
an'Hs where total ozone and reflectivity as measured by the TOMS instrument strongly 
anti-currelate. The errors typically occur along a frontal zone south and east of mid-
latiiud<> cyclones. They also tend to be more prominent (al least o\er the TS.A) in the 
7S 
cxt rai ru[)i( s  from ~ •20°N to ~ .3o°N. It  is interesting to note that the visible c loud errors 
iiil icrciit  to the latest TOMS retrieval algorithm could be used as ancillary validation of 
(iOKS cloud top pressures for high clouds. 
As noted previously in Olsen et al.  [2000a]. the TOMS retrieval algorithm could 
rciluci '  the cloud errors if co-located cloud top measurements were available. . \  I OM.S 
iiisirument on a geostationary platform would be ideal for these types of measurements, 
utillzitig a cloud top pressure algorithm similar to that used for GOES measurements. 
Since cyclone structure can change appreciably on time scales of a few hours, and the 
jjrc-ciit  [njlar orbiting TOMS permits only once-per-day observations at a given location. 
<i uo^stat i t jfiary lO.M.S would also allow critical,  short-time observations uf csolution 
changes in cyclone structure. 
Another relativelv common feature found is a total ozone streamer e.xtending soutli-
waril  and westward from cyclonic systems. The streamers frequently are ol)ser\"ed to 
occur adjacent to a region of total ozone cloud error associated with a liand of thun­
derstorms. P\ '  evidence suggests that these streamer features are real.  TypicalK". the 
total ozone streamers are seen on the southern side of a jet streak e.\it  region where a 
i i io i lcs i  tro [Kj[}ause depression e.\ists.  This is attributed to downward stretching of the 
tro[)o[)ause caused by the ageostrophic secondary circulation al the jet streak e.xit .  
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
1 hi-~ Work cunipares EP/IOM.S total ozone fields with mesosrale forrcast nu)d('I  
analyst 's l\>r cases of midlatitnde. baroclinic cyclone systems. Initially, we examined a 
single case of a particularly intense system that set record sea level pressures in Iowa and 
.Minnesota. The fourth chapter of this work e.xtended these studies to e.xamine the rep-
n-scni ai iveness of the conclusions drawn from the single case to large-scale, midlatitude 
I ycluiics in general.  Both similarities and variations among the ca.ses were discusser! 
and many general conclusions of this work were presented in thai chapter.  . \Ian\ '  of the 
iiniKHtani uxerall  results are reiterated here. 
Synoptic Comparisons 
I ' .IV rO.MS total ozone fields have been shown to lie highly consisictii  with man\'  
. \I . \PS analysis quantities down to smaller scales than ha\e Ijeen previously demon-
s i  ratefl.  Cieopotential height contours that lie within the lower stratosphere lend to agree 
well  wi th  I  he total ozone contours. Well below and above the tropopause. the correlation 
of ucwpi;!cutial heights with total ozone is not as evident.  This i m p l i e s  that (jbserved 
loial i>/M\\v \arialions are primarily due to dynamics in the upper-t ro|)usp!ieri-;  luwcr-
• ~ I  r a t u s [ j h e r e .  
"lotal ozone is strongly correlated to P\ '  in the upper-troposphere/Iower-stratosphere. 
In icgiuns of deep. P\"-defined tropopause depressions, increases of total ozone of ~ -iOVt 
ur mure are typically observed. Many smaller,  yet significant,  local ma.\-ima in total ozone 
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a r c  - c c i i  tu coiiu ifle with P\ maxima in the lower stratosphere. These pockets and tubes 
of htruc  l ' \ '  (associated with high ozone mixing ratio) are indicative of stratospheric air 
parcels that have descended to lower altitudes within the stratospheric intrusion. 
Iropopaiise folds (where the tropopause is multi-valued in the vertical) in the middle 
uwpo^-phcrc iiMid to induce only a slight increase of observed toial ozone. Since total 
ozone is an integral of ozone mi.xing ratio in a column (Eq. 4 in the Introduction), it  is 
speculated that the relatively thin vertical extent of these stratospheric folds typically 
contain lower ozone mi.xing ratios characteristic of the lowest region of the stratosphere. 
lhu>.  the  contribution to the total ozone is minimal. In addition, since tropopause 
l<) j ( i -  a rc  kiKjwn to be regions of significant cross-tropopause trans[>ort.  the ozoiie-rich 
ai r  within the fold may become mi.xed with ozone-poor tropospheric air.  
Hco,ioiis of anomalously small total ozone are frequently observed to the south and 
ca>i  of  ( yclonic systems along frontal zones. Convective cloud tojjs at much greater 
altitudes than climatological \alues are attributed to cause these ozone retrieval errors,  
riie errors can be on the order of lOVc and are most likely to occur where the TO.M.S 
to ta l  ozone fields strongly anti-correlate with TO.M.S measured reflectivity. 
. \  band or "tail" of relatively large total ozone is often ol)served to extend south 
and west  from the southern side of cyclonic cases. .Although frequently near regions of 
ozoiH'-cloiid errcn-s. these tails are conjectured to be real features since the tropopaus<' 
i -  -li ' . i l i t l \ '  depressed along these ozone bands. These tropopause fle|)ressions are found 
on 1 l ie southern side of a jet streak exit region in all  cases. The ageostrophic secondary 
circulation causes a downward stretching of the tropopause in this region. 
In o\ 'er\  i(>w. the consistency of total ozone fields with meteorological quantities and 
phciioiiiena is cpiite striking, even at very small scales. These results may aid in the 
assiniilation of total ozone data into models to improve analy.ses fields and forecasts.  
Interpretation and verification of model results may also benefit  from examination of 
total ozcjiie fields. .Additionally, total ozone can be helpful in identifying air masses 
w'uh inie slialospheric origins. Regions with large values of P\ '  in a model that do not 
associate with high total ozone most likely occur due to non-conservative P\ '-generation 
or arc the result of noisy P\ '  fields. Conversely, high total ozone in a region with no 
--iii i i ifiraut P\ '  near or below typical tropopause levels may be due to stratospheric air 
that lias lost P\ '  to non-conservative processes. This idea is central to the next section 
on cruss-tropopause transport.  
Stratosphere-Troposphere Exchange 
1 he evidence and signature of two different types of STE were discussed in this 
wurk. 1 he lirst .  a "P\ '-hole". is characterized by an area on an isentropic surface with 
I rwposplieric \alues of P\ '  that is encircled by stratos[jheric \alues of Thes<' arc 
areas that stil l  show relatively large values of total ozone and are frequently observed 
near the center or eastern part of a cyclone. The size and strength of the holes are 
"variable among the cases examined. Back trajectories suggest that the P\ '-holes form as 
air [jarccls advecl through regions of precipitation-induced latcMit healing, l  l i is [jnicess 
• l ialiat ically destroys P\ while the chemical content of the air [jarci^ls remain consistent 
with >t ratcjspheric \alues. Xote that this process of non-con.servation of P\ '  leads to 
a ilccuuplinu. of the P\ '-defined tropopause and the surrounding atmospheric advective 
fun iiiu. 1 he elfect is a tropopause rising relative to the surroundings, leaving air with 
rat vjspheric composition below. 
1 he second type of .STE involves cross-jet transport of air parcels from the cyclonic 
shear side of I he jet (favorable to large P\ ')  to the anticyclonic shear side (favorable to 
smaller P\ ). .Much of this exchange occurs in relation to tropopause folds. In contrast 
lu till '  P\ '-holes. the total ozone does not show a significant increa.se in this region of 
S 1 1-,.  I  his suggests mixing of ozone-poor tropospheric air with ozone-rich stratospheric-
air.  Hack trajectories provide supporting evidence: these air parcels traverse regions of 
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considerable turbulent kinetic energy (associated with mixing). 
riu'sc results,  particularly the PV'-holes. have relev'ance to studies that estimate the 
nias< i-xdianged across the tropopause in baroclinic systems. The choice of how the 
Uupi)i>ause is defined will  lead to varying estimates. These studies underscore the iie-ed 
lu also consider chemical constituent arguments when defining the tropopause. 
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APPENDIX: GLOSSARY 
Note: Many of these terms may have different meanings under different 
contexts. In all cases, the definitions presented here apply to how the 
terms are used in this dissertation. 
Adiabatic: A process in which no heat is exchanged between a system and its 
-iirruuiKliiigs (also see Diabatic).  
Ad vection: Iransport of air parcels by the atmospherir wiiul field. 
Ageostrophic; The velocity field that is the difference between the actual wind 
field and the geostrophic wind field. .Ageostrophic wind is frequently associated 
with v'erlical motions in the atmosphere (also see Geostrophic).  
.\nalysis fields: The initial atmospheric fields of a model after data assiiuila! iuii  
and before any time integration steps (for a forecast model).  
.\nticyclonic: Rotational flow that is clockwise (counter-clockwise) in the .Xortli-
cni I Southern) Hemisphere. High pressure systems are often termed anticyclones, 
referring to the wind field around the local high pressure. 
Assimilation: The integration of data that ma\- have irregular temporal and 
spatial resolution into atmospheric models (also see Analysi.f  f ields).  
So 
Baroclinic: An atmosphere in which the local density is dependent on temper­
ature and pressure. In baroclinic regions, pressure and density surfaces intersect.  
Baroclinicity implies horizontal temperature gradients and is inherent to the struc­
ture of cyclones and anticyclones. \ 'ertical wind shear is also implied h\- Ijarijclin-
i c i t y .  
Barotropic: .A.n atmosphere in which the local density is dependent on only pres­
sure. In barotropic regions, pressure and density surfaces are parallel.  There is 
no hori/ontal temperature gradient and no vertical winfl shear. Barotropic ainio-
si)heres are a hypothetical approximation used only in regions where baroclinicity 
is weak. 
Climatological: .A long-term mean of an atmospheric quantity. 
Coriolis force: . \n apparent force on an moving air parcel owing to the earth's 
ruiiit iuii .  The acceleration per unit mass of a parcel due to the coriolis force is 
X V .  where is the angular speed of the earth and V is the velocitv of 
the parrel.  I-requenlly. the vertical component of the coriolis force is neglected as 
being small compared to the pressure gradient and gra\ itat ional forces. 
Cyclonic: Rotational flow that is counter-clockwise (clockwise) in the .Northern 
( Southern) Hemisphere. Low pressure systems are often termed cyclones, referring 
to  the  wind field around the local low pressure. 
Diabatic: .-V process in which heat is e.vchanged between a system arifl  i ts sur-
fouiiditigs. Diabatic atmospheric processes include: condensation (latent heating) 
and evaporation, friction and turbulent mi.xing. and radiative heating and cooling 
(alscj see Adiabniic).  
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Diffluent: Divergent atmospheric flow. The divergence (or convergence, repre-
scntiHl ijy opposite sign) can be written as V • V. where V is the wlocity fiekl.  
I 'ur large-scale motions in the atmosphere, this quantity is small and 
d\ y d\  \  , 
~~d7' ' ' 
1 hiis.  the horizontal divergence or converge [iC(> in a layer inrluces vertical motions 
in a column centered at this layer. 
Diffusion: The process of molecular e.xchange of a fluid due to molecular motions 
raiher than advection. This effect is usually small in the atmosphere compan^d to 
iiirliulciit  mixing. 
D ynamics: I he motion of fluids on a scale larger than molecular motions. 
Extratropics: I he portion of the earth and atmosphere north and south of the 
iru])i< s (cjften defined as latitudes greater than ~ 30° .\ '  and S). 
Geopotential; The work required to raise a luiit  mass from sea level to a given 
height through a gravitational field. This quantity can also be viewed as the 
[M>tciiiial energy of a unit mass relative to sea level.  
Geopotential height (sometimes also referred to as simply height): I he 
ueopoi ential divided by the mean acceleration of gravity at sea le\ ( ' l .  This fjuantity 
is a[)i)rcjximately the geometric height in the troposphere and lower stratosphere. 
Geostrophic: The horizontal wind component parallel to contours of constant 
[jressure. Geostrophic flow is the wind field due to the equilibrium of the pressure 
grarlient force (—p~^Vf^p) and the coriolis force (also see Agrostropliic).  
Isentropic: Referring to constant potential temperature. 
Jet (aad jet streak): A narrow band of strong, horizontal flow. . \  narrow band 
tjf mure limited length (on the order of htmdreds of km) is often called a jet streak. 
.]( ' l  Streaks are frequently found along the southern edge of cyclonic systems. 
Mesoscale: Referring to length scales of tens of km. 
Mesoscale Analysis and Prediction System (MAPS): . \n assimilation and 
furecasl model run in real-time at the Forecast Systems Laboraitory in Boulder. 
Coluraclu. . \I . \PS has a horizontal resolution of ~ -10 km and 10 vertical levels.  Ir 
is 1 he experimental version of the Rapid I pdate Cycle-2 model.  
\Iidlatitudes; The portion of the earth and atmosphere between the tropics and 
pijhir region (often defined as latitudes between ~ 30° and 60"^). 
.Mixing ratio: In this study, the ratio of the volume of a chemical constituent to 
a unit volume of air.  The units are ppmv (parts per million volume). 
Ozone: . \  molecule comprised of 3 o.xygen atoms (O.j).  .Atmospheric ozone is 
a trace gas found primarily in the stratosphere (only ~ found in the tropo-
-plicrc).  Ozone absorbs strongly in the ultraviolet,  thus protecting the i)iosphere 
fruin lii irmful solar radiation. This absorption is the cause of the temperature 
inviTsion (increasing temperature with height) and static stability in th(> strato­
sphere. Ihe lifetime of ozone is on the order of weeks or even months near the 
trc^popause and is often used as a tracer of atmospheric motions at tl iese levels.  
Potential temperature: The temperature a parcel of air (at temperature T and 
pressure />} would have if adiabatically brought to a reference pressure, (usually 
1000 hPa). Potential temperature. 6. can be written as 
^ = I'ipjp)' ' ' ' .  
ss 
where R is the gcis constant for dry air and is the specific heat at constant 
pressure. This quantity is conserved for dry. adiabatic motions. 
Potential vorticity (Ertel's): scalar product of the absolute vorticity. ;/y. 
and potential temperature. 0. 
do 
P\ = -grie — -
dp 
when' <1 is the acceleration of gravity and p is pressure. This quantity is conserved 
fur adiabatic motions with no mechanical forcing. This quantity is a function of 
sialic stability, thus the stratosphere is a reservoir of large P\ ' .  In practice, this 
c|uanlily is frequently scaled to potential vorticity units (P\ L'.  where 1 PV L = 
1 (J"'' in" K kg"'  s~').  
Rapid Update Cycle-2 (RUC-2): . \n assimilation aiul forcrast model serx inti ,  
i l if  short-range forecasting needs of the aviation and weather communily. Il  is 
run uperationally at the .\ational Centers for Environmental Prediction (.\"(T^Pi. 
National Weather Service. 
Retrieval algorithm: The method of determining total column o/one from (j 
wavelength band radiances measured by the Total Ozone .Mapping Spedrorneier.  
Sigma coordinates: .A vertical coordinate used by models that a.ssigns each le\el 
a \alue between 0 and 1 based upon pressure (a = p /ps- where p and p^ are the 
pressure and surface pressure, respectfully. This coordinate is terrain-following in 
tlu'  sense thai surfaces arc parallel to the ground. 
Static stability: .A. measure of the resistance of the atmosphere to overturning. It  
is represented by the rate of change of potential temperature to height (sometimes 
referred to as buoyant stability).  If this value is greater than zero, the atmosphere 
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is sialically stable. If less than zero, convective overturning will  result in an effort 
lu restore static stability. 
Stratosphere: The second lowest layer in the atmosphere (overlying the tropo­
sphere) as deKned by the vertical temperature gradient.  In this layer, the tempera-
lure increases with height due to heating from ultraviolet solar radiation absorption 
h\ '  ozone. 
Stratosphere-troposphere exchange (STE): The transport of constituents 
Id  from the stratosphere from/to the troposphere across the tropopavise. 
Stratospheric intrusion; region where stratospheric air descends lu normally 
irupos[)heric altitudes, commonly found associated with cyclonic systems. 
Siibsynoptic: Referring to spatial scales less than tliose of synoptic scales (also 
- < • ( •  S i / n o p l i ( \ .  
Synoptic (and synoptic scale): .-\n instantaneous view of tlie atmosphere at a 
gi\eii  t ime. Synoptic spatial scales are on the order of hundreds or thousands of 
Total column ozone: .-\ measure of the amount of ozone in a cohiinn uf air fruiii 
I l ie earth s surface through the atmosphere. Total column ozone. Q. is proportiunal 
to I  l ie vertical integral of the density of air.  p.  and the ozone mi.xing ratio. \ .  
1 he constant.  .4. is a constant of proportionality ensuring units of Dobson units 
(1)[ .  wliere 1 DL = lO"' '  m). These units are a measure of the depth of the ozone 
in a colunm if all  the ozone were brought to standard temperature and pressure. 
km. 
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Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS): A satellite-based instrument 
iliat measures the global distribution of total column ozone. The total coluiun 
ozone is calculated from measurements of solar ultraviolet radiation backscattered 
from the atmosphere. 
Tropopause: The surface identified with the boundar\ '  between the tropos[}here 
aiui stratosphere (where a vertical temperature inversion e.xists).  In practice, the 
tropopause is often defined by a constant potential vorticity value in the range of 
1 lo -IJ) P\ I ' .  .A value of 2 P\T is consistently used in this dissertation. Cross-
1 rupopause transport is generally inhibited due to the increased static stability of 
t hf o\crlying stratosphere (also see Strnlo.->phcre-tropo.-yphf i  ( t  xrluiiuji).  
Troposphere: The lowest layer in the atmosphere as defined by the vertical 
ttMiiperature gradient.  In this layer, the temperature generally decreases with 
height.  .At midlatitudes. the troposphere extends from the surface to ~ 10 to l-I 
km. 
Turbulent kinetic energy (TKE): The energy a.ssociated with small-scale 
turbulent motions and eddies. 
Vorticity: .A microscopic measure of the rotation of a fluid. Horizontal cotnpo-
iK-nts (jf atmospheric flow are generally much larger than the vertical cuniijuneiit .  
thus only the vertical component of the relali\e vorticity. i," = k • V x V. is usuall}'  
considered. The absolute vorticity is the relative vorticity plus the vorticity owing 
to earth's rotation. /  = 20 sin o where Q is the earth's angular speed and o is the 
hit it  ude. 
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